THE BUSINESS GUIDE
FOR OFFSHORE ENERGY
PROJECTS AT THE
NORTH SEA

Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports, your enterance to
a wealth of owners, operators, martime and logistics
suppliers, knowledge, sites, heliport, airport and
seaports for solutions in offshore energy projects.

DEAR SIR, MADAM,
With great pride we would like to
take this opportunity to recommend
the expertise of the members of the
Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports
association. All have their own unique
experience and contribute to meeting
the huge challenges involved in the
offshore energy transition.
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YOUR EXPERTS
& PARTNERS
JUST AROUND
THE CORNER

A m st er dam
IJ m uiden
Offsh ore R egi o n

The transition to sustainable
energy in combination with the
approaching end of the economic
lifespan of oil & gas platforms
requires substantial investments in
offshore wind, the modification and
electrification of existing platforms,
the decommissioning of outdated ones
and the re-use of infrastructure for
new forms of energy. Energy demand
will continue to grow over the coming
decades. Renewables alone cannot meet
this growing demand and therefore gas
is needed as a transition fuel.
When it comes to installation and
operation & maintenance for the
development of offshore wind farms,
drilling projects for gas extraction,
changes to and maintenance of
work vessels and platforms, or
decommissioning or conversion of
offshore structures and vessels, you
can leverage on our years of experience
as we work together to ensure each
offshore project is a success, both now
and in the future. In addition to the

Amsterdam IJmuiden North Sea Canal
port region’s ‘hard’ qualities – space,
excellent infrastructure, proximity
to the wind farms, platforms and
infrastructure at sea side and excellent
accessibility accessibility on the land
side close to Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol, there are other ‘softer’ factors
on which we can leverage to ensure
each project is a success.

• the mobilisation and conversion of
work vessels large and small
• the contribution to various
decommissioning projects in the
region
• operation & maintenance and
project support for both wind farms
and oil & gas platforms, including
maintenance campaignes right in
front of our coast

These include a network of energy and
logistics companies with experience
in previous offshore projects, a large
labour potential in a port-industrial
area, a choice between two or more
suppliers for each requirement and
short lines of communications with
the (port) authorities. Overall, you
will enjoy the flexibility of a location
directly at sea, backed up with
additional berths, storage space and
experienced suppliers.

We can provide this experience by:
• setting up the necessary and tailored
supply chain meetings
• offering solutions and input for local
content
• short lines with authorities
• connections with partners for
training, education and innovation

When it comes down to the actual work
we have vast experience:
• the pre-assembly, installation and
logistics of the Noordzeewind,
Princess Amalia, Luchterduinen
and Westermeerwind windfarms,
Windpark Fryslan. Plus the start of
Hollandse Kust Zuid and Hollandse
Kust Noord.
• the numerous European projects for
handling cable logistics and strategic
storage

Together we can ensure the best
location, one which is safe & secure and
includes all the flexibility
needed for offshore projects.

Sylvia Boer
Director
Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Ports

Ron Davio
Chairman
Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Ports
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Loodswezen - regio Amsterdam-IJmond // IJMUIDEN
Lubbers Logistics Group // IJMUIDEN
Mammoet Nederland // VELSEN
Meemaken // UTRECHT
Mistras Group // SPIJKENISSE
Municipality Amsterdam // AMSTERDAM
Municipality Beverwijk // BEVERWIJK
Municipality Velsen // IJMUIDEN
Municipality Zaanstad // ZAANDAM
Nautilus Port Service // IJMUIDEN
Neptune Energy // DEN HAAG
Newrest // SCHIPHOL
NorthCmedia // IJMUIDEN
Oceanwide // DEN HELDER
Otos LMR systems // NEER
Pentacon Engineering // HAARLEM
Peterson // IJMUIDEN
Point B // EGMOND AAN DEN HOEF
Port of Amsterdam // AMSTERDAM
Port of IJmuiden // IJMUIDEN
Port Towage Amsterdam // IJMUIDEN
Rabobank IJmond // VELSERBROEK
Reym // BEVERWIJK
Rietlanden Terminal // AMSTERDAM WESTPOORT
Riwal Industry Solutions // DORDRECHT
Roodenberg Staalkabels // IJMUIDEN
Royal Dirkzwager // MAASSLUIS
Seafox // IJMUIDEN
Searenergy // DEN HAAG
Selmers // BEVERWIJK
SEW Energy // BROEK OP LANGEDIJK
Skoon // ROTTERDAM
Spliethoff Transport // AMSTERDAM
Stork Industry Services // VELSEN NOORD
Tata Steel // VELSEN NOORD
TechRent // AMSTERDAM
TenneT // BEVERWIJK
TMA Logistics // AMSTERDAM
Topshore // PERNIS
Unique Lights // SNEEK
van Gool hef-en hijstechniek // BEVERWIJK
Van Leeuwen Zwanenburg Sloopwerken // ZWANENBURG
Van Oord Offshore Wind // ROTTERDAM
Vattenfall // AMSTERDAM ZUID-OOST
VCK Travel // AMSTERDAM
Venus & de Waard // IJMUIDEN
Vestas Offshore Service // IJMUIDEN
Vries & van de Wiel // AMSTERDAM
Wind Cable Services // ALKMAAR
Windcat Workboats // IJMUIDEN
WinSys IT Solutions // IJMUIDEN
WorldEmp // VELSEN ZUID
Zbridge // IJMUIDEN
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3D Industrial Services // RIDDERKERK
Abeko // VELSEN NOORD
Actemium // DORDRECHT
Alphatron Marine // ROTTERDAM
Atlas Professionals // HOOFDDORP
Biardo Survival Suits // HEEMSKERK
BK Ingenieurs // VELSERBROEK
Bluestream // DEN HELDER
Blue Offshore // DEN HAAG
Boluda Offshore // IJMUIDEN
Boon Learning // AMSTERDAM
Boskalis // ROTTERDAM
BOW Terminal // NIEUWDORP
Brand Energy & Infrastructure Services // BEVERWIJK
Bredenoord // APELDOORN
Breman Offshore // IJMUIDEN
Building Careers // BEVERWIJK
Bureau Veritas // AMERSFOORT
Bus Industrial Tools // VELSEN NOORD
Cargostore Worldwide // DEN HELDER
CHC Helicopters // DEN HELDER
C-Ventus - Offshore windfarm services // IJMUIDEN
Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam // AMSTERDAM
Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf // AMSTERDAM
Deep - Hydrography & Geophysics // AMSTERDAM
Den Helder Airport // DEN HELDER
Deutsche Windtechnik // UTRECHT
DHSS // IJMUIDEN
Dutch Marine Contractors // AMSTERDAM
Eager One // UTRECHT
Eagle-Access // IJMUIDEN
ELA Container Offshore // HAREN, GERMANY
Eneco // IJMUIDEN
EST-Floattech // HOOFDDORP
eWorks // HILVERSUM
Fabricom Offshore Services // DEN HELDER
FMTC safety // BADHOEVEDORP
Gezamenlijke Brandweer Amsterdam // AMSTERDAM
Gibb Safety & Survival // IJMUIDEN
Golden Arrow // AMSTERDAM
Industrieel Klimmen // WORMERVEER
Intures Industry // VELSEN NOORD
IRM Europe // VELSEN NOORD
Isolatie Combinatie Beverwijk // BEVERWIJK
Iv-Consult // PAPENDRECHT
KenzFigee // ZAANDAM
KH Engineering // AMSTERDAM
Knowledge Insight // BOXTEL
KNRM // IJMUIDEN
Koole Contractors // VIJFHUIZEN
Kuhlman Repko Shipping // BEVERWIJK
KVSA // IJMUIDEN
Leonardo Hotel // IJMUIDEN
LiftWerx // UTRECHT
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The North Sea Canal area (Noordzeekanaalgebied) is the
offshore energy region in the Netherlands. Situated between
the seaports of IJmuiden and Amsterdam, it is home to an
ambitious group of companies active in offshore wind, oil & gas,
decommissioning and the conversion of platforms and vessels.
This knowledge and professionalism, expertise and experience
is brought together in Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports.

research institutes. This close cooperation puts the
Noordzeekanaalgebied offshore industry on the map and
explores niches in the offshore sector. Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Ports promotes, shares, organises, connects, educates,
positions and initiates in order to protect the interests of
its members, stimulate employment and prepare the next
generation for a sustainable future.

Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports is an active offshore
organisation with over 100 members, including companies,
government agencies (provincial and local), and educational/

Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports has the answer to all your
offshore requirements!

Overall availability

ACCESSIBILITY:
Shortest nautical distance

• Lay-by berths
• Ship repair and conversion options
• Availabilty for workshop
·	Warehousing between 1,000m2 - 40,000 m2 in the immediate

For installation and operation & maintenance activities,
our offshore region provides the closest nautical distance to
Hollandse Kust Zuid and Hollandse Kust Noord. In addition to
its seaside access the port area also offers excellent multimodal
hinterland connections for inbound logistics. We have a full

vicinity of sites and terminals.

network of roads, public transportation, an airport and a

• Dry bulk options for transshipment and storage

heliport ready for transfer of employees and contractors.

Distance IJmuidenAmsterdam to
Hollandse Kust
Noord:

8

16 nm - 25 nm
IJ

Distance IJmuidenAmsterdam to
Hollandse Kust Zuid:

19 nm - 28 nm
IJ

A

Benchmark

Distance to Hollandse Kust Zuid:
Den Helder
IJmuiden
Amsterdam
Rotterdam

A

(Average for HK Z 1 - 4)

AVAILABILITY:

Direct
access to
sea

INSTALLATION &
MAINTENANCE:
IJmuiden sites 6–8 ha
featuring:
Quaysides, with reinforced areas

53 nm
19 nm
28 nm
31 nm

Distance to Hollandse Kust Noord:
Den Helder
29 nm
IJmuiden
16 nm
Amsterdam		
25 nm
*In nautical miles. Measured from shore to hart
of the field, following the sealane.
Sources: RHDHV and Deep.

PRODUCTION & INSTALLATION:
Facilities in the North Sea Canal
area from IJmuiden to Amsterdam
Cable hub

Ship to ship and ship to shore spooling,

Terminal sites

Available for installation,

with multiple berths, site 6 hectare
quayside, multiple berths

Greenfield sites

Available for production between 40 and
55 hectare

In the Amsterdam IJmuiden Northsea Canal area you can expect tailor
made and cost competitive solutions and flexible operations.

RELIABILITY:
The world’s largest sea
lock offers reliable 24/7
hours service to the Port
of Amsterdam

and multiple berths

With the realization of the new and biggest sea-

Boat landings with cranes

wide and 18 meters deep), the Port of Amsterdam

and exclusive crew transfer
vessel berths.

lock of the world (500 meters long, 70 meters
will be ready to welcome more and bigger ships
at the same time. This new lock also offers more
capacity 24/7 hours a day, tideless, safe, time
efficient and more flexibility.
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EXPERIENCE
The first three offshore wind farms in the Netherlands
Offshore Windpark Egmond aan Zee (Noordzeewind,
Shell/VattenfallNuon), Prinses Amalia (Eneco) and
Luchterduinen (Eneco) were constructed from the port
of IJmuiden and supported by the North Sea Canal Area.
All inbound logistics of complete turbines and preassembly for near shore Westermeer Wind wind farm
from the TMA Terminal in Port of Amsterdam.
Storage and handling of nacelles, blades and towers for
Windpark Fryslan, the largest near-shore farm, were
executed by TMA Logistics.
Operation & maintenance for Hollandse Kust Zuid
(Vattenfall) and Hollandse Kust Noord (Crosswind,
a partnership between Shell and Eneco) per 2023.
Cable logistics and long term storage contracts for
numerous European projects. Velsen Noord is Europe’s
largest cable storage hub operated by WIND Cable
Services.
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All operational maintenance for offshore structures
from IJmuiden supported by supply from the area.
Maintenance and conversion for among others Seajacks
(all vessels), A2Sea Sea Installer, VOS Star and Start,
Van Oord Aeolus, SubSea7, Fred Olsen Windcarrier
Brave Tern, GMS Endeavour and Endurance, Fugro
Symphony.
Decommissioning hub consisting of 10 partners that
together offer custom decom solutions. Partners: BK
Ingenieurs, Boskalis Nederland, Building Careers,
Koole Contractors/Decom Amsterdam, Mammoet, Port
of Amsterdam, Reym, Seafox, Tata Steel and VLZS.
Present are, among others Eneco Wind, Vattenfall,
Vestas Offshore Service, Deutsche Windtechnik,
Windcat Workboats, KNRM, C-Ventus, Boluda
Offshore, Z-Bridge, DHSS, Shell, etc.
Returning customers are Van Oord , Boskalis , Seaway
Heavy Lifting, A2Sea, Seajacks, Jackup Barge, Deme,
etc.

CAPABILITIES
Installation support
 pace and quayside, infrastructure
S
and draft
Logistics
Service suppliers
Heliport Amsterdam, Schiphol
Airport

Operations incl. maintenance
 oat landings for CTV
B
Berths for SOV
Specialized service and suppliers
Heliport Amsterdam,
Airport Schiphol

Cable hub
 hip to ship transhipment, ship to
S
shore transhipment, short and long
term storage
Cable equipment and carousels
Cable recovery, decommissioning
WIND Cable Services
TMA Logistics
Mammoet

Conversion, mobilisation,
repair and maintenance
Ship conversion
Project mobilisation
Repair, maintenance, on board/
within port call

Decommissioning hub
 il & gas platforms
O
Underwater infrastructure of
production platforms
Wind turbines and electrical
infrastructure
Work vessels
Data and electricity cables

ACCESSIBILITY

SOUND BUSINESS
CLIMATE

Land Side
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Industrial supply
The port-industrial character of this area makes sure that many
requirements for manufacturing, supply to maritime and maintenance are
readily available. There is ample experience with:
Steel (tailor made) manufacturing, process industry and energy

production including onshore wind.
Supply for offshore oil & gas, construction, mechanical engineering and

building, specialist parties in operation and maintenance.
Specialised personnel providers for delivering qualified staff when

needed.
Previous
windfarms, Tata Steel, Vattenfall, Mistras Group, Spie, Stork

Industry Services, Fabricom Offshore Service (Engie), Facta, C-Ventus,
DHSS, Windcat Workboats, Breman Offshore DWT and various
installation and work vessels etc.
See
 page 30 & 31 for available sites.
You become part of an industrial / port complex, an area that
is the fourth port in Europe. An area at the forefront of
the energy transition.

Sea Side

Ring Roads North-South / West-East: Always

alternative routes in traffic
Water ways for smart alternatives: Barging, coastal or

deep sea shipping
Rail
 access
Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol in 30 minutes

Amsterdam Heliport in Port of Amsterdam
Multiple
parties for express or emergency supply

Excellent
accessibility for people: Amsterdam Airport

Schiphol, Amsterdam Heliport, road/taxi, rail and
public transport in a short distance

Shortest distance and sailing times Hollandse Kust

Zuid + Noord
Directly (500m) at sea, 24/7/365 access

argest sea lock in the world: 500 m long, 70 m wide
L
and 18 m deep
Boat
landings including cranes CTV specific berths,

all safe for transfer
lenty of experience with accommodation vessels
P
(sea cruise, river cruise and ferry)
Controlled circumstances behind locks for cable

handling and temporary (floating) storage
Roll on – Roll off facilities


Everything and anything
you need in 20 kilometres
or 30 minutes.

NORTH SEA CANAL AREA
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Offshore wind is promoted and supported
by the Dutch national government. The
Province of North Holland embraced
offshore wind in their Policy Energy
Transition. Next to the to Port of
IJmuiden and the Port of Amsterdam,
all the municipalities on the North Sea
Canal Amsterdam, Beverwijk, Velsen and
Zaanstad are involved. They support the
transition towards offshore wind within
economic development, energy portfolios
and CO2 reduction tied to industry.

Municipality of Velsen explicitly has made
offshore wind explicitly part of their policy
and makes an additional effort with an
Impulse Project and their continuous
support of the Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Ports.
All municipalities are members of the
Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports.
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EVERYTHING
AND ANYTHING
YOU NEED IN
20 KILOMETRES
OR 30 MINUTES.

Available labour pool for temporary

and permanent staff in all levels,
including maritime.
Material expertise and know how,

big data competence, simulation of
installations and ships, research
and knowledge institutes nearby
MyTec
vocational specialisation in

Wind Technician (on and offshore)
by Nova College.

Associate
Degree Smart

Maintenance in development by
InHolland.
Offshore
and safety training.

Maritime
College,

Several Higher Professional

Education and Universities nearby.
Techport

Techport is a triple helix institute for
education, training and the business
communities. With a focus on
choosing a technical training,
seamless integration of business
needs and education, refresher
courses and worker mobility on

LOCAL CONTENT
If you need support in fulfilling your local content requirements, we can assist
you. Assistance can be tailor made. Examples:
Supply
chain sessions, local introductions or distribution requests for

information to relevant suppliers.
Getting
you in swift contact with municipalities and authorities.

SHIP (Port and lock information Centre ship-info.nl), internships, business
communities meeting points like Telstar soccer club.
Hotels and accomodation that cater to offshore needs.


technical related jobs. This includes
100% predictable smart maintenance
for offshore wind. On top of that
they are a driving force in
Innovation combining knowledge
and network including living labs
and field labs. At this moment a
joint industry project 100%
predictable maintenance has a field
lab. Techport is looking to add a
joint industry project for offshore
wind.
AYOP has a strategic partnership
and close working relationship with
Techport.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT COLLABORATION!
Which developments in decommissioning
and re-use in the Netherlands do you think
offer the best opportunities?
Looking at the re-use and
decommissioning of the oil & gas
infrastructure it is clear that everything
revolves around collaboration. Many
operators have taken their responsibility
to decommission as an independent
and solo activity. However, now
we are reaching the point where
numerous platforms are about to be
decommissioned, the time has come to
look at things differently.

Another form of collaboration
is between the owners of the
infrastructure and the service industry.
Nexstep issues its yearly Re-use and
Decommissioning Report to give an
insight into the upcoming market for

What challenges do you foresee?
The energy transition also requires
collaboration. Fourteen partners are
working together In the PosHYdon
project, which was recently awarded
a subsidy from the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency (RVO). PosHYdon
seeks to validate the integration of three
energy systems in the Dutch North
Sea – offshore wind, offshore gas and
offshore hydrogen – and will involve
the installation of an electrolyser unit
on a working platform. The pilot will
take place on the Neptune Energyoperated Q13a-A platform, underlining
the role that the oil & gas infrastructure
can play in the energy transition.
Another example of repurposing oil
& gas infrastructure is the Porthos
project that is looking at storing CO2
in a depleted gas field offshore. All
parties are collaborating to make this
a successful project, one which again
emphasises the importance of oil & gas
assets in the North Sea not only for
energy today but also for the energy

transition. While it is common sense
to re-use existing infrastructure, time
might prove to be a big showstopper
so we need to ‘mind the gap’. Over
the coming decade almost half of the
infrastructure will be decommissioned.
It is important to determine now
which infrastructure can contribute
to the energy transition and to ensure
that this is not decommissioned
prematurely, preventing unnecessary
investments.
Looking forward, where do you envisage
the Dutch decommissioning and re-use
sector in ten years?
Over the next decade we hope that
the Netherlands will develop into a
place where operators and service
companies collaborate to bring
innovative decommissioning to the
market. Moreover, this is a worldwide
opportunity. Ideally, Nexstep can look
back ten years from now and say that
we have successfully preserved the
infrastructure which enables the energy
transition and reduced the cost of
decommissioning by at least 30% with
zero safety incidents.

Jacqueline Vaessen – Nexstep
”It is common sense to re-use existing infrastructure”

220
200
180
number of offshore installation
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Nexstep has seen collaboration take
many forms in recent years. The
ultimate example is the joint well
campaign which was launched onto the
market last February by six operators.
Introducing larger campaigns to the
market offers a major opportunity for
the decommissioning market thanks
to a more efficient execution, with
many opportunities for learning and
improving along the way. Of course,
the main requirement remains ensuring
that decommissioning is carried out in
a safe manner where environmental
interests are safeguarded.

decommissioning. In addition, a pilot
version of an online portal for heavylift contractors has been developed
to examine the projected timing for
the removal of the Dutch offshore
installations over the coming five years.
Early engagement in decommissioning
projects can lead to more efficient and
innovative campaigns.

160
140

Removed

120
100

’Mind the Gap’

In use
Repurpose opportunities

80

Fictional example of a topside
decommissioned in 2024 that can
only be repurposed in 2035

60
40
20
0
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THE NORTH SEA

A LOW CARBON ENERGY HUB
FOR NORTHWEST EUROPE
Which developments in offshore wind in
the Netherlands do you think offer the best
opportunities, especially in relation to CCS
and H2?
The North Sea will transition from
a mature oil & gas basin towards a
low carbon energy hub for Northwest
Europe over the coming decades. As oil
& gas fields are becoming depleted and
the pipeline infrastructure capacity is
not being used to its full extent, new
opportunities arise to retrofit offshore
infrastructure for alternative use. A
number of countries around the North
Sea, including the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom, Denmark and Norway,
have projects under development for
CO2 storage. Examples include Porthos,
Athos, Greensand, Northern Lights,
H21 and Acorn. Large volumes of CO2
will be stored in depleted oil & gas
fields or aquifers in the North Sea. This
in turn means reusing the pipeline
and platform infrastructure which is
connecting onshore CO2 emitters to the
CO2 storage sites.
The UK, Germany and the Netherlands
are the most ambitious countries for
the deployment of offshore wind and
leading the exponential growth in the
North Sea. The introduction of the
generated green electricity into the
onshore grid will become a challenge
around 2030. When the strengthened
CO2 emission targets for 2030 are
implemented, even higher targets
for offshore wind deployment will be
imposed. As a result, the option of
hydrogen production from offshore
wind, initially via onshore electrolysis
and later via offshore electrolysis on
platforms or energy islands, will create
attractive outlets for wind operators in
both the power and hydrogen markets
for clean energy.
The Dutch offshore industry has a
strong position in the installation and
maintenance of offshore installations,
seabed inspection and offshore
cable installation. These activities

will be further needed with the vast
deployment of Carbon Capture Storage
(CCS) and Power-to-Gas technologies
for CO2 storage and hydrogen
production from offshore wind. Existing
pipelines need to be retrofitted for
hydrogen or new pipelines will have
to be installed offshore for CO2 and
hydrogen transport.
What challenges do you foresee?
Both CCS and hydrogen requires new
value chains. Production of hydrogen
or the capture of CO2 from flue gas
needs to be connected for transport and
storage of the gas as well as storage of
CO2 or use of hydrogen in the market.
CCS will be steered by government
incentive schemes and stimulated by
an increasing European Trading System
(ETS) value of CO2. For the hydrogen
market, however, the cost of green
hydrogen needs to be reduced or strong
incentive schemes introduced for the
industry to offtake green hydrogen. As
well as a suitable energy infrastructure
which can be retrofitted from the
offshore low caloric value gas grid in
the Netherlands, the so-called hydrogen
backbone of Gasunie.
The Netherlands has historically been
strong in the production, transportation
and storage of molecules. It is
experienced in handling the natural
gas molecules from the Groningen
field and small fields offshore. This
knowledge and related equipment
can be used for the development of a
hydrogen transport and storage network
to connect the industry clusters in
the Netherlands and neighbouring
countries, such as Nordrhein Westfalia
in Germany and Antwerp in Belgium.
How could parties in the energy transition
(especially new forms like CCS and H2)
work together in this regard?
A stronger collaboration in the new
value chains for the new CO2 and H2
gases is needed to develop the market.
Collaboration between industry,

Rene Peters – TNO
”The Dutch industry has
always been strong in offshore
energy deployment and
transporting molecules –
let’s now become world leaders
in hydrogen production from
offshore wind.”
infrastructure operators and offshore
industry is required to make this a
success. The government can set
targets, develop required policies, adjust
laws and provide support via the right
incentive schemes. However, the market
should invest in long-term solutions
to prove the economic viability of
offshore CO2 storage and hydrogen
production from offshore wind. The
collaboration should also be developed
together with neighbouring countries
such as Germany, Belgium, the UK
and Denmark as a strong Northwest
European market for hydrogen is
needed to build trust in the market.
Looking forward, where do you envisage
the Dutch energy transition (especially new
forms like CCS and H2) in ten years?
Ten years from now we will be storing
seven megatons of CO2 per year
in the Dutch subsurface from blue
hydrogen production, and produce one
megaton of green hydrogen per year
from offshore wind. There will be an
extensive collaboration between the
North Sea countries on offshore low
carbon energy production, transport,
conversion and storage, resulting in
an energy island connecting these
countries with HVDC power cables and
hydrogen pipelines.
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Which developments in offshore wind in
the Netherlands do you think offer the
best opportunities?
At this time, the two main
developments in offshore wind are
the increases in scale and the focus
on combining multiple functions in
wind farms (multi-use). To start
with the first, it is not only the size
of turbines that is increasing – so
too are the number of wind farms
due to be built in the coming years.
It is expected that the Netherlands
alone will build some 20 GW of extra
capacity at sea before 2030. All these
farms offer (sub-)contractors and
suppliers the opportunity to grow
alongside the developers.
We are also seeing an increased
interest in the multifunctional
use of space in North Sea wind
farms. Companies that focus on
nature enhancement with, for
example, oyster beds are being given
opportunities in upcoming tenders.
Another option is establishing
combinations with other types of
sustainable energy generation; solar
at sea or marine energy are gaining
popularity. Smart businesses can

become part of this by partnering in
the development of new designs and
technologies which allow developers
to win tenders.
What challenges do you foresee?
The challenge for the increases in
scale lies in the proper development
and reinforcement of the supply
chain to enable this growth. The
scale up is only feasible when all
links in the chain are properly in
tune with each other. Tackling this
substantial challenge will demand
excellent cooperation and alignment
throughout the supply chain, as
well as with the government and
other stakeholders. Cooperation
is also key for multi-use success.
Many start-ups and established
companies are already working on
innovative solutions – now they
need to collaborate with developers
on their international marketing and
positioning.
How could parties in the Dutch offshore
wind sector work together in this
regard?
Many Dutch players have found each
other via associations such as AYOP

Hans Timmers – NWEA
”Our experience and
pioneering projects and
the combination of wind
and water will reinforce the
Netherlands’ reputation as a
water nation and establish it as a
wind nation that is helping create a
more sustainable world on a global scale.”

and NWEA, and this has already
resulted in a number of partnerships.
There are certainly plenty of
opportunities to grow your network,
both in the Netherlands and abroad.
If all parties work together and act
as a collective – internationally too
– this will increase the visibility of
the sector, reinforce the network and
facilitate knowledge sharing. We are
stronger together and can all benefit
from the opportunities emerging
from the growth of offshore wind.
Looking forward, where do you envisage
the Dutch offshore wind sector in ten
years?
In one decade I expect to see a
well-organised and strong Dutch
sector that is involved in all projects
in the Netherlands with innovative
solutions. Further afield we’ll be
known as global frontrunners in
offshore wind. Our experience
and pioneering projects and the
combination of wind and water will
reinforce the Netherlands’ reputation
as a water nation and establish it as
a wind nation that is helping create
a more sustainable world on a global
scale.

Mark Denys
Techport – Tata Steel
”The time of inventors such as Edison and Bell working on their own is over. Innovation
takes place in the chain, not in isolation, and the same goes for training and development.
Parties who work together make the most of opportunities. Techport can serve as a network
where government bodies, educational institutes and companies from the manufacturing and
maintenance industry can join forces, with AYOP playing a facilitatory role.”

Which developments in the Dutch offshore sector do you think
offer the best opportunities?
The offshore wind sector is relatively new which gives
lots of space for renewal and improvement. There are
major opportunities in terms of innovation with regards
to materials, maintenance, logistics and efficiencies
via increases in scale. Cooperation within the chain –
between owners, manufacturers, suppliers and training
& education organisations – is essential to make the
most of these chances. Collaboration with parties outside
the chain is also important, for instance to access the
enormous experience that companies in the Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area have with Smart Industry and Smart
Maintenance. These proven-in-practice maintenance
concepts can be applied to offshore wind too.
What challenges do you foresee?
Parties have to be actively willing to work openly together
to find innovations rather than keeping their cards close
to their chest. This challenge applies to the entire sector
and educational institutes have a major role to play:
scale increases and optimisation are only possible when

there is sufficient talent to implement them. Finding
that talent and introduce it into our sector will require
close connections. As a network for industry, government
bodies and education, Techport can be a driving force
herein, especially within the field of Smart Maintenance.
How could parties in the Dutch offshore sector work together
in this regard?
By partnering with education institutes to develop
courses related to offshore wind, by creating inspiration
& experience centres and innovation labs, and by working
together on recruitment, training and innovation. If
you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go
together.
How can education and industry best cooperate?
Companies and educational organisations at all levels –
from junior school to universities – in the Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area should jointly develop a roadmap
for jobs in the offshore wind sector with a focus on
craftsmanship and innovation, including joint (physical)
facilities.
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Which developments in the Netherlands
in oil & gas and offshore wind do you
think offer the best opportunities?
The best opportunities within the oil
& gas industry are certainly related to
making processes more sustainable.
Ships can sail cleaner on LNG and,
later perhaps, using methanol or
hydrogen. Synthetic fuels can also
play a crucial role in making heavy
transport more sustainable. These
so-called e-fuels can be produced
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Sander Vergoesen – IRO
“IRO is ready to give substance to the worldwide offshore
energy transition over the next 50 years!”

with sustainably generated electricity
and CO2 that is extracted from the
air or factory chimneys. In addition,
platforms at sea can be made even
more efficient and environmentally

friendly. Our platforms currently use
energy generated on the platform
itself, such as natural gas. The next
step is to electrify the installations on
the platform, first from the shore and

later directly from a nearby offshore
wind farm.
The Dutch supply industry has
gained a great deal of knowledge and
experience in the oil & gas sector
at sea by building and installing
platforms, working safely and
maintaining installations. This
expertise is extremely useful in the
offshore wind industry and all work
related to the installation of wind
turbines. The Netherlands is at the
forefront of this internationally.
The North Sea is truly the world
leader in offshore wind and we are
rightly seen as pioneers. This lead
we now have over the competition
must be maintained and expanded
via innovations related to making
current processes more sustainable.
The same applies to CCS and the
storage and transport of hydrogen
at sea. The already powerful Dutch
offshore suppliers – the members
of IRO – reinforce each other in
these processes, with offshore wind
obviously playing a key role in
achieving the country’s climate goals.
What challenges do you foresee?
The lack of clear laws and
regulations limits our activities in the

Netherlands. This applies not only
to oil & gas but to the entire energy
sector, including offshore wind and
hydrogen. An example is that the
Dutch Gas Act is specifically intended
for natural gas and does not include
hydrogen. In practice, this means
existing gas pipelines cannot be used.
The Mining Act also implies that
hydrogen is not a fossil energy and
therefore cannot be produced on an
old platform as it is then no longer a
mining installation. There are more
such conflicting laws and regulations
that urgently need to be amended by
the government, which must take on
the coordinating role as only then
will a level playing field be created
with the countries surrounding the
Netherlands so that we can speed up
the transition.
How could parties in the Dutch oil & gas
and offshore wind sectors work together
in this regard?
At IRO, all parties join forces when
offshore energy needs to be worked
on at sea. Companies learn from
each other, enter into partnerships to
find solutions and work together to
make our voices heard. While this is
already happening, the more parties
that become involved, the greater the

positive attention generated from the
general public. The government also
sees the importance of tackling this
issue and is looking to support us
in our involvement in international
offshore energy initiatives such as
trade missions and exhibitions. IRO
membership is a good way to make
true the saying ‘together we are
strong!’
Looking forward, where do you envisage
the Dutch oil & gas and offshore wind
sectors in ten years?
We believe that Dutch oil & gas
suppliers will still be sporadically
active on the marginal fields
of the North Sea in a decade’s
time. They will certainly also
be active internationally in the
context of sustainable re-use and
decommissioning in addition to
installation and maintenance at
locations that are important for the
countries concerned. Dutch knowledge
and expertise with regard to offshore
wind will be leading both in the North
Sea and internationally.
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PROJECT
Project:
Power socket at sea
Part of the project:
Hollandse Kust Noord

Performed by:
TenneT

TENNET
TRANSFORMERS
GO TOPSIDE ON
HOLLANDSE KUST
NOORD PLATFORM

AYOP member TenneT completed the ‘heart of the installation’ of the
future offshore platform Hollandse Kust Noord. Weighing over 300 tonnes
each, two 400MVA/230kV transformers were successfully lifted through
the open roof of the ENGIE Fabricom yard in Hoboken and placed on the
top of the platform. This ‘power socket at sea’ will enable TenneT to bring
some 700 MW of wind power ashore from 2023.

The sheer size of the transformers –
nine metres long, 5.5. metres wide
and seven metres high – meant that
the open roof of the yard provided
just enough space to lift them
through. Thankfully there was hardly
any wind on the day, reducing the
risk of ‘swinging’ or damage to the
transformers and the platform under
construction. The transformers were
meticulously lifted into place by a
large crane at the yard.

Transformers installed
and tested
“It was certainly a unique task,”
says Matthijs Knollenburg on
behalf of TenneT. “A great deal of
preparation and calculations were
involved, and the transformers were
installed and re-tested by the team
from producer Royal Smit after
placement.” Now that the heart of
the platform is safely in place, the
contractor joint venture
ENGIE Fabricom - Iemants will
continue assembling the final deck
sections of the platform.

Identical transformers to
Hollandse Kust Zuid and Beta
While the steel parts for construction
of the platforms are purchased and
manufactured by the contractors,
TenneT itself is responsible for
buying the high-voltage equipment
and systems, including the transformers. The choice was made for
a standard design that will be used
on all TenneT platforms. Royal Smit
already supplied four nearly identical
transformers to the Hollandse
Kust (Zuid Alpha) and (Zuid Beta)
platforms at an earlier stage.

700 MW in green power
TenneT will be connecting new
wind farms at sea to the national
high-voltage grid in stages over the
coming years and is placing ‘power
connections at sea’ for that purpose.
“The platform for Hollandse Kust
Noord will have the capacity to bring
700 megawatts of green power to
shore,” adds Knollenburg. “This
is almost equivalent to the annual
consumption of all households and
industry in the city of Amsterdam.”

Design for offshore
The transformers were specifically
built for applications on platforms
at sea for TenneT. This resulted in
an extremely compact design that
meets the most stringent offshore
requirements. Once at sea the
transformers in the platform will
increase the voltage of the power
supplied by the turbines from 66 to
220 kilovolt.

Planning for Hollandse
Kust Noord platform
The jacket for the Hollandse Kust
Noord platform will be placed some
18 kilometres off the coast off
Egmond this autumn. The readymade topside will then be placed the
following summer and the platform
is expected to be fully operational by
2023.

Stay updated
For the latest information download
the free TenneT BouwApp in the App
Store (iOS) or Google Play (Android).

PROJECT
Project:
Hollandse Kust

Customer:
Dutch Government

Performed by:
Vattenfall
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VATTENFALL
The Dutch government wants to reduce the emission
of greenhouse gases. For this reason, they have entered
into a number of agreements. The Energy Agreement
(2013), the Paris Climate Agreement (2015) and the
National Climate Agreement (draft: 2018).
One of the agreements is that, by 2023, 16% of the
energy consumed in the Netherlands will be generated
in a sustainable way. In 2017, the amount of energy

generated in a sustainable way was 6.6% (source: CBS).
In order to actually realise this transition in energy
supply, the government regards wind energy generated
offshore and on land as playing a key role. Offshore
wind farms are important as the wind is at its most
powerful there and the wind turbines create the greatest
output. By 2023, offshore wind farms will have to be
supplying 4,500 megawatts (MW) of power. At present,
this stands at 1,000 MW in the Netherlands.

Site
The government decides where wind farms will be
built and who will build them. One of the locations is
Hollandse Kust Zuid. This site is 18 kilometres off the
coast, in the area between The Hague and Zandvoort. The
government has chosen this site due to the suitability of
the seabed, the ideal weather conditions, limited depth of
water and the proximity of the port of IJmuiden.
The area is subdivided into four parcels. In March
2018, Vattenfall won the tender for the first two parcels
(approximately 115 km2). In July 2019,

Vattenfall won the tender for the other two parcels
(approximately 110 km2). This means that Vattenfall will
be the owner of the largest subsidy-free wind farm at
sea.
Vattenfall is working with its partners to realize this
ultramodern and subsidy-free wind farm off the coats
of IJmuiden. The park will be fully operational in 2023.
The location of Hollandse Kust Zuid in the North Sea is
favourable. There will be 35 wind turbines per plot, a
total of 140 for the entire offshore wind farm.

PROJECT
Project:
Ship recovery, salvaging,
decommissioning and clean-up after
hirricane ‘Irma’

Customer:
Worldbank

Performed by:
KOOLE Contractors
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KOOLE
CONTRACTORS

DECOM
AMSTERDAM
Safer ship recycling for a greener world
DECOM AMSTERDAM is a subsidiary
company of KOOLE Contractors and
is founded to disassemble end-oflife maritime objects in a circular
and environmentally friendly
manner. In many cases, end-oflife maritime objects are dismantled
under appalling conditions, often in
yards and on beaches outside Europe.
This leads to unacceptable risks to
people and the environment. DECOM
AMSTERDAM offers a sustainable,
responsible and affordable alternative
in accordance with the guidelines of
the European legislation (EU SRR).

This legislation stops the export of
waste in the form of end-of-life
ships to developing countries. The
disassembly of European ships must
be carried out by an EU-approved
disassembly contractor and under
strict supervision.
At DECOM Amsterdam, maritime
objects are dismantled in a circular
and environmentally friendly
manner. Hazardous substances, such
as asbestos, NORM materials, oil
residues or hexavalent chromium are
removed, separated and processed in
an environmentally friendly manner.

Valuable raw materials such as iron,
copper and aluminium are given a new
life and are supplied to specialised
third parties for reuse.
The yard is under construction,
recently the asphalt is paved and
the quay is reinforced. The DECOM
AMSTERDAM yard is scheduled to
be completed in Q3 2021. Also the
application of the EU list is send.
With DECOM AMSTERDAM being on
the European List of Ship Recycling
Facilities will strenghten the position
on the market as we formaly comply
to the EU Ship Reclycling Regulation.

Ship recovery, salvaging, decommissioning and clean-up after hurricane
Irma in Saint Martin by KOOLE Contractors
March 2021 KOOLE Contractors was
commissioned by the Worldbank to
cleanup 110 shipwrecks and yachts
that were partially or fully submerged
during hurricane IRMA (October 2017)
in Simpson Bay Lagoon, Saint Martin.
The cleanup activity includes salvage,
decommission and disposal of
approximately 110 vessels which have

been observed to be either moored,
partially or fully submerged in or
around the Simpson Bay Lagoon.
Additionally KOOLE will clean up
the entire shoreline and collect,
process and dispose accumulated
storm debris found along the
shorelines of the lagoon.
The activities will be executed by

KOOLE’s own staff and barges fully
equipped with cranes and salvage
equipment necessary for this activity.
All waste is discreetly being separated
and shipped in containers to The
Netherlands where it is taken to
certified waste partners.
KOOLE expects the project to be
completed in Q4 2021.

PROJECT
Project:
Construction offshore wind farm

Customer:
Van Oord

Performed by:
Breman Machinery

Task:
Upgrading offshore installation
vessel Aeolus

Introduction
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The construction of offshore wind
farms requires a broad range of tools
and equipment. As no wind farm
project is the same, because of for
example the soil, wind and water
conditions, for each project often new
tailormade tools are required.
The French Saint-Brieuc offshore

PROBLEM
SOLVING
CAPABILITIES
wind farm will be constructed off
the coast of Brittany. Van Oord is
responsible for the transport and
installation of 62 jacket foundations
for the wind turbines (three pin piles
each) and the four foundation pin
piles for the offshore substation.
Van Oord started the offshore
operations early in 2021 with the

installation of the 190 pin piles
using its offshore installation vessel
Aeolus. For this purpose, the vessel
was upgraded and an wide range
of project-specific installation
equipment was engineered,
constructed and extensively tested
to ensure perfect execution of the
project.
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Casing Lift Adapter
For the offshore wind project, Dutch
manufacturer Breman Machinery
has been working on a challenging
job to construct a new Casing Lifting
Adapter. The CLA has a capacity
of 308t and is a tailor made tool
constructed dedicatedly for this job.
The CLA is designed to connect with a
temporary casing used during drilling
operations. It is equipped with
redundant safety pin connections and
it can be operated remotely. This is
also one of the reasons why it has a
sub-sea IP camera to provide realtime images during fitting operations.
Breman Machinery, as main
contractor for the construction of the
tool, was responsible for the entire
scope from scratch to commissioning.
In close cooperation with Kenc
Engineering and Hycom (hydraulics)
it resulted into a successful project.
The construction of the tool took
place at Breman Machinery’s first
class facilities in Genemuiden.

Horizontal load test
The CLA project is a typical proof
of Breman Machinery’s problem
solving capabilities. Mr Albertus
Vos, Project Manager of Breman

Machinery, gives an example, “As
the CLA was constructed dedicatedly
for this specific job, it was necessary
to conduct a load test to find out
if the tool would be able to meet
the required lifting capacity and
could withstand any extra load that
might appear during actual lifting
operations at sea.” He continues,
“The first idea raised was to perform
the load test with mobile cranes,
however, because of the dimensions
and weight of the tool this was
quickly discarded since this would
require two very heavy cranes,
resulting in considerable technical
challenges and huge costs. Instead
of this it was decided, together with
Wagenborg/Nedlift, to make use of
a horizontal test setup.” For this
setup a temporary test stand was

constructed using lifting beams, steel
valves, a lifting gantry, additional
beams and jacks. “Using horizontally
positioned jacks,” Vos explains,
“would allow building up a tensile
force on the adapter equal to the
required tonnage. With load cells
placed between the jacks and gantry
beams, it was possible to accurately
measure and record the tensile force.
Finally, under supervision of DNV GL
auditors an accurate registered 387t
load test of the LCA was executed
successfully in two positions, early
March.”

150 years
Next to the CLA, Breman Machinery
also constructed a newly designed
and created state-of-the-art piling
template, which Van Oord is going to

use as a positioning and holding-tool
to ensure the precise placement of the
pin-piles.
“Master craftsmen, solutions and
innovations have been in our DNA for
the past 150 years,” Henk Breman,
CEO of Breman Machinery says, “and
for many years we have been a wellknown manufacturing company for
the offshore industry. For this market
most of our projects are one-offs.
This asks for a high level of flexibility
and precision, no matter how small or
big a work piece is.” “Once at sea, it
is difficult to make adjustments to the
equipment”, Henk Breman concludes.
“Therefore, things need to fit
perfectly. Apart from this, we know
that the more accurately equipment is
constructed, the longer it will last.”

Energiehaven

Length available quay:
580 meter (available Q1 2025)
Depth alongside: 12 meter
Surface area quay: 15 hectare
Activities:
Marshalling and logistics for
offshore windfarms

Contact
Allard Klinkers
Allard.Klinkers@portofamsterdam.com
+31 (0)6 533 265 33
Peter van de Meerakker
pvdmeerakker@zeehaven.nl
+31 (0)255 547 030

Beverwijk Spoorzone
Mixed business area

Length available quay:
(De Pijp): 700m
Depth alongside: 8 meter
Activities:
Trade, transport en smart Logistics,
smart maintenance, manufacturing

Contact
Carina de Ruiter
C.Ruiter@Beverwijk.nl
+31 (0)251 256 586

Grote Hout

IJmond Haven

Length available quay: 600 meter
Depth alongside:
11 meter
Surface area quay:
12 hectare
Activities: 	Offshore maintenance
and installation
Contact
Peter van de Meerakker
pvdmeerakker@zeehaven.nl
+31 (0)255 547 030

Length available quay: 400 meter
Depth alongside:
9.5 meter
Surface area quay:
10 hectare
Activities: 	All logistics and
logistical support for
projects
Contact
Peter van de Meerakker
pvdmeerakker@zeehaven.nl
+31 (0)255 547 030

Rietlanden Terminal

Length available quay: 750 meter
Depth alongside:
NAP -15.5 meter
Length inner harbour: 	400 meter (160 meter at NAP
-9 meter and 220 meter at
NAP -5.5 meter)
Surface area Terminal: 30 Ha
Surface area for storage: 23 Ha
Activities:
Open storage for Bulk Materials
Contact
Paul Spit
paul.spit@jeragm.com
+31 (0)6 141 334 38
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Afrikahaven (greenfield)

AVAILABLE SITES

PORT OF
IJMUIDEN
AND PORT OF
AMSTERDAM

Length available quay:
Depth alongside:
Surface area quay:
Activities:

TMA Logistics terminal

Length available quay: 1,200 meter
Depth alongside:
13 meter
Surface area quay:
55 hectare
Activities: 	All logistics and
logistical support
for projects
Contact
Michael van Toledo
m.vantoledo@tmalogistics.nl
+31 (0)6 531 438 07

900 meter (quay ready in 2022)
12 meter
15 hectare greenfield
Location available for the
wind industry supply chain
(manufacturing of components)

Contact
Allard Klinkers
Allard.Klinkers@portofamsterdam.com
+31 (0)6 533 265 33

Amsterdam Multipurpose
Terminal USA Amerikahaven

Length available quay: 330 meter
Depth alongside:
13 meter
Surface area quay:
5 hectare
Activities: 	All logistics and logistical
support for projects
Contact
Michael van Toledo
m.vantoledo@tmalogistics.nl
+31 (0)6 531 438 07

FUTURE-COMPATIBLE ENERGY PORT
DEVELOPMENT UNDERWAY
32

The dredging depot in the former Averijhaven port near IJmuiden
is currently being transformed into a new Energy Port. It is an
essential development considering the increasing number of wind
farms earmarked to be built on the North Sea in the coming years.
The Energy Port will serve as a key base of operations for the
construction and maintenance of the wind farms.

depth of 12.5 metres and 380 metres
of standard quay (depth 10 metres).
The port’s location will allow it to
play a major role in the cost-efficient
construction and maintenance of
wind farms.

Partners in progress
AYOP has been involved in this
key project from the outset. After
initiating relevant research in 2015,
the association has supported the
further development of the plans. In
addition, four of the five covenant
partners involved in the project are
AYOP members; municipality Velsen,
Tata Steel, Port of IJmuiden and
Port of Amsterdam. They meet with
relevant partners and stakeholders,
enabling them to promote the

Good for oil & gas too
While the new Energy Port will
support the construction of the
Hollandse Kust West and IJmuiden
Ver wind farms off the Dutch coast,
the benefits will be seen beyond the
offshore wind sector. It will also
have an important role in the desired
intensification of the utilisation of
space and the strengthening of the
port infrastructure in the region.

interests of the offshore industry and
their fellow AYOP members. Last but
not least, the completed Energy Port
will be operated by members Port of
Amsterdam and Port of IJmuiden on
behalf of the covenant partners.
Ideal location
The Energy Port will have a surface
area of more than 15 hectares and a
multifunctional port terminal. It will
include a 580-metre quay, consisting
of 200 metres of heavy-duty with a

DECOMMISSIONBLUE
DecomMissionBlue is the answer to decommissioning and
recycling offshore & large maritime objects in innovative
and sustainable ways. We work closely with our partners to
tackle the growing challenge of dismantling and recycling
offshore installations such as platforms and wind turbines,
and offshore vessels, in a fast and effective manner.
Situated behind the world’s largest sea lock, our brandnew yard is equipped to work tidal-free and time-efficient.
In addition to the ideal geographical location in relation to

the North Sea, we are able to process all parts and materials
within a radius of 10 miles.
DecomMissionBlue is renowned for the exceptional way its
partners reinforce each other with their diverse expertise,
disciplines, experience and perspectives. Together BK
Ingenieurs, Boskalis Nederland, Building Careers, Koole
Contractors/Decom Amsterdam, Mammoet, Port of
Amsterdam, Reym, Seafox, Tata Steel and VLZS cover the
complete value chain.
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PORT OF
IJMUIDEN
At the entrance to the North Sea Canal leading to
Amsterdam outside the locks, the Port of IJmuiden has
developed into a major part of the Amsterdam IJmuiden
North Sea Canal region. IJmuiden is one of Europe’s
major fishery centres and one of the EU’s leading
refrigerated edibles and reefer warehousing centres.
It also services offshore oil, gas and wind energy
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companies and ferry and cruise vessels.
The port of Amsterdam is strategically located for the
future wind farms on the North Sea. For this reason, Port
of Amsterdam focuses on facilitating parties in the area of
production, installation and maintenance. This will ensure us
that we remain an important energy port now and in the future.

PORT OF
AMSTERDAM
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3D Industrial Services

Actemium
Built on professional certification, infrastructure,
industrial know-how and great people, we offer our
customers an innovative blend of services that can be
applied either as a stand-alone or a multi-disciplined
turnkey solution:
• Risk-based inspections
• IRATA-certified rope access services
• Non-destructive testing according to DNV GL / Lloyds                          
• Advanced inspection drones (for enclosed space &
offshore)
• Phased array / ToFD and rontgen                                                               
• Invert Robotics inspection crawler
(ferrous & nonferrous)
• 3D twin imaging & 3D
Wearscan services

offshore wind, engineering, construction, maintenance & conversions

Address:
Boelewerf 1
2987 VD Ridderkerk
 +31 (0)180 410 499
ú 3d-industrial.com
 info@3d-industrial.com
J

Actemium delivers a range of safe and sustainable
solutions & services across the entire industrial life cycle.
We advise, design, build and maintain. The network of
Actemium counts 20,000 specialists and 300 business
units in 40 countries. In the Netherlands, 950 enterprising
professionals bring movement to industry. We serve
clients active in a broad range of industries, including
oil & gas, food, brewery & beverage, feed, chemicals &
pharmacy, wholesale & distribution and manufacturing.
Our profound expertise: consultancy, process control &
automation, (multidisciplinary) engineering, panel build,
assembly, logistic solutions,
maintenance & service and
major projects.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions

Address:

Contact:

L aan van Europa 450
3317 DB Dordrecht
 +31 (0)6 158 591 68
ú www.actemium.nl
 michel.hamers@actemium.com

Daphne Holtappel
 daphne.holtappel@conservatorgroup.com
ü +31 (0)6 52 67 30 00

J

Contact:
Michel Hamers
 michel.hamers@actemium.com
ü +31 (0)6 158 591 68

Certificates:
ISO-9001
ISO-14001
VCA-P
Safety culture ladder, level 4
CO2 ladder, level 3
Ecovadis, level platinum
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Abeko

Alphatron Marine
We are a specialist serviceprovider. We offer these services
with extensive technical expertise, acquired over more
than 45 years. Our employees are motivated, passionate
and driven to find the best solution to meet your needs.
Our trusted and expert team use their best endeavors to
find a suitable and favorable solution for every project.
•
•
•
•

Bulkhandeling services
Dredging & Marine Services
Earthmoving & Demolition
Rentals

offshore wind, oil- and gas

Address:
Heckettweg 5C02
1951 JZ Velsen-Noord
 +31 (0)251 211 912
ú www.abeko.nl
 info@abeko.nl
J

Contact:
Kees Koster
 K.Koster@abeko.nl
ü +31 (0)6 538 208 03

Certificates:
ISO 9001, 14001
VCA

JRC is a world leading marine electronics producer
specializing in the design and manufacture of industry
compliant products. Alphatron Marine is a world renowned
supplier of integrated bridge solutions and manufacturer
of unique complementary products to the JRC portfolio.
With Centers of Excellence in Tokyo, Rotterdam, Singapore
and Houston, the combined synergies bring quality
and innovation to owners,
operators and shipyards,
redefining the future of
ocean navigation.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, decommissioning, construction, ship
repair and technical services, education, training & recruitment,
logistics services, forwarding, warehousing, supply chain
management, terminal, offshore services, port and regional
authorities

Address:
Schaardijk 23
3063 NH Rotterdam
 +31 (0)10 453 4000
ú www.alphatronmarine.com
 info@alphatronmarine.com
J

Contact:
Jeroen Kortsmit
 j.kortsmit@alphatronmarine.com
ü +31 (0)6 532 950 66
Rob Emmers (locatie IJmuiden)
 r.emmers@alphatronmarine.com
ü +31 (0)6 200 054 91

Certificates:
ISO 9001
VCA
Alphatron Marine is accredited by Lloyds
Register, Bureau Veritas, RINA, NKK, DNV-GL,
ABS and CCS to perform radio surveys and
(S-)VDR APT’s.

Atlas Professionals

BK ingenieurs
If quality and reliability are key for your business,
Atlas Professionals is the partner you need to deliver
highly qualified personnel. We create custom-made,
comprehensive HR packages, which allows you to focus on
the project without any concerns about staffing.
Since its inception in 1982, Atlas Professionals has grown
to become a no-nonsense, dependable HR service provider
in the energy, marine and renewables industries with
a mission to turn complex personnel challenges into
transparent and secure solutions.

offshore wind, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, educations, training and recruitment

Address:
Wijkermeerstraat 32-34
2131 HA Hoofddorp
 +31 (0)23 556 0420
ú atlasprofessionals.com
 info@atlasprofessionals.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Martine Rondeel
 MRondeel@atlasprofessionals.com
ü +31 (0)6 130 826 74

ISO 9001-2015, ISO 14001-2015, ISO 450012018, Achilles Certificate Oil & Gas Silver,
MLC Attestation. All certificates and
memberships can be found on our website:
atlasprofessionals.com/qhse

Change is the only constant in the engineering sector.
Customers expect their business partners to remain sharp
and innovative in terms of knowledge and expertise,
especially when it is necessary to respond to changes in
a flexible market. BK ingenieurs is the ideal partner for
advice on and the realisation of inventories of asbestoscontaining objects (real estate, maritime and industrial),
batch tests of soil and building materials, water bed and
soil studies, and civil engineering. In addition,
the company can supply temporary personnel
and organise training courses.

education, training & recruitment, engineering, legal & insurance,
other environmental advice, licence management, asbestos
inventories and other hazardous materials

Address:
Zadelmakerstraat 150
1991 JE Velserbroek
 +31 (0)88 321 2520
ú www.bkingenieurs.nl
 info@bkingenieurs.nl
J

Contact:
Simon Ras
 Simon.Ras@bkingenieurs.nl
ü +31 (0)6 201 600 02

Certificates:
ISO-9001
ISO-14001
VCA-P
Safety culture ladder, level 4
CO2 ladder, level 3
Ecovadis, level platinum
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Biardo Survival Suits

Address:
De Trompet 2800
1967 DD Heemskerk
 +31 (0)251 241 256
ú www.biardo.com
 info@biardo.nl
J

Blue Offshore
Biardo Survival Suits B.V. is part of Hansen Protection
Group Norway and is a well experienced company for
more than 35 years. Who supplies, rent-out and maintains
Survival Suits & Lifejackets with Rebreather Systems for
a wide variety of companies in the offshore industry for
example: Offshore Wind, Vessels, Oil and Gas. We can
support you – worldwide – with our products in a tailormade variety of commercial attractive proposals: from just
renting a suit to a complete package to accommodate your
Health, Safety and Environmental issues. We are looking
forward to might be able to
assist your company in the
(near) future with all possible
services we can provide.

Blue Offshore supports with worldwide installation,
transport, storage, field jointing and repair solutions
for subsea high voltage cable, array cable, flexible pipes
and umbilicals. These solutions include the rental of
innovative modular offshore deck equipment, vessel’s
deck and equipment engineering. Finite Element Method
calculations, sea fastening and stability analyses, project
management and project engineering. We also provide
offshore crew to operate the equipment during operations
and to support mobilisation, hookup, commissioning, maintenance and
demobilisation.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance
& conversions, educations, training and recruitment, logistics
services, forwarding, warehousing and terminals

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, decommissioning

Contact:
Jordy Hogervorst
 Jordy.Hogervorst@Biardo.nl
 +31 (0)251 241 256

Address:
L aan van Nieuw Oost-Indië 191
2593 BN The Hague
 +31 (0)70 7113774
ú www.blueoffshore.com
 info@blueoffshore.com
J

Contact:
Stephanie Wassen
 swa@blueoffshore.com
ü +31 (0)6 145 254 75

Certificates:
ISO 9001:2015

Bluestream Offshore

Boon Learning
Bluestream is a leading offshore contractor, providing
specialist technical services above and below the waterline.
We are highly skilled in diving, remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs), working at height, and rope access.

“Make eLearning accessible to everyone” - This has
been the starting point for the development of the
BoonLearning eLearning platform. Learning and teaching
should be motivating experiences. Technology supports
this and, above all, should not distract.
BoonLearning is an all-in-one, cloud eLearning platform
that allows you to create your own online learning
environment and configure it completely according to your
own wishes. The platform is user-friendly and intuitive.
You can create online training modules in no time or build
your own online academy. Combine different modules
or adapt them to create a complete, (adaptive) online
learning environment for your
employees.

offshore wind, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, decommissioning

Address:
Koperslagersweg 2
1786 RA Den Helder
 +31 (0)223 637 784
ú www.bluestreamoffshore.com
 info@bluestreamoffshore.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Rutger Lieverse
 r.lieverse@bluestreamoffshore.com
ü +31 (0)6 214 655 60

ISO-9001:2015
ISO-14001:2015
ISO-45001:2018
IRATA

offshore wind, oil and gas, educations, training and recruitment

Address:
 cience Park 406
S
1098 XH Amsterdam
 +31 (0)6 37312938
ú www.boonlearning.com
 paul@boonsoftware.nl
J

Contact:
Paul Vereijken
 Paul@Boonsoftware.nl
ü +31 (0)6 37312938
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Boluda Offshore

Boskalis
Boluda Offshore is part of the Boluda Group, a Spanish
international maritime group active in Towage, Short Sea
Shipping and Marine Services. Boluda Offshore has its
headquarters with warehousing in IJmuiden. With its deep
sea tugs Boluda Offshore provides a.o. Rig Move services,
towage of offshore windfarms structures and parts, but
also port towage services are provided in for instance
Rotterdam, Eemshaven, The Schelde area and London.
And in addition the tugs are very suitable for deep sea
salvage and offshore emergency
response.

deepsea towage, offshore oil & gas, offshore wind, port towage,
terminal towage, maritime services, salvage and emergency
response, offshore decommissioning, warehousing

Address:
Monnickendamkade 19 DE
1976 EC IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 561 900
ú www.boludaoffshore.com
 info@boludaoffshore.com
J

Contact:
Ronald Vergouwen
 Ronald.vergouwen@boludaoffshore.com
ü +31 (0)6 119 019 68

Certificates:
We comply with all relevant ISO 9001 and
ISM guidelines.

With its roots in the Netherlands, Boskalis has over
100 years’ experience in hydraulic engineering, coastal
protection and land reclamation. Today Boskalis
also offers a wide variety of maritime services and
contracting to the offshore energy sector. These
include the development, construction, transport,
installation, inspection, repair & maintenance (IRM) and
decommissioning of oil and LNG import/export facilities,
offshore platforms, pipelines and cables and offshore wind
farms.
Boskalis helps their clients in the offshore industry push
boundaries and create new
horizons.

offshore wind, oil & gas, engineering, construction, decommissioning

Address:
Waalhaven Oostzijde 85
havennummer 2204
3087 BM Rotterdam
 +31 (0)78 696 9000
ú www.nederland.boskalis.com
 royal@boskalis.com
J

Contact:
Johan van der Vorm
 johan.vd.vorm@boskalis.com
ü +31 (0)6 518 693 19

Certificates:
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001
ISM
IMCA
VCA

BOW Terminal

Bredenoord
BOW Terminal is located in the Port of Vlissingen and
excellently situated on the North Sea, the terminal has
direct access to open sea via the Western Scheldt river
without interference of locks or bridges.
The Terminal has a surface of 25ha and a heavy-load quay
length of 525m. An extra 1,400m is available for layby
and mobilisation activities. The Terminal is perfect for
offshore, wind and heavy lift related projects.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, renewables, logistics services,
forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management, terminal

Address:
F inlandweg 2, 4455 TE
Port Nr 4052 Nieuwdorp
 +31 (0)118 486 332
ú www.bowterminal.nl
 ludolf.reijntjes@bowterminal.nl
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Ludolf Reijntjes
 ludolf.reijntjes@bowterminal.nl
 +31 (0)118 486 334

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
ISPS

It is all about energy. Energy allows people to live
comfortably and it keeps the economy running. With its
solutions Bredenoord provides energy for a successful
and powerful entrepreneurship. Especially in those
places where energy is not always certain and obvious.
Bredenoord sees to it that entrepreneurs and institutions
can work as they want and that government organizations
can do what they are supposed
to. ’All over the world, today and
tomorrow. It’s a guarantee!’.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, decommissioning, conversion &
commissioning, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing, supply
chain management, offshore services, education, training &
recruitment

Address:
Zutphensestraat 319
7325 WT Apeldoorn
 +31 (0)55 301 8501
ú www.bredenoord.com/nl/
 rental@bredenoord.nl
J

Contact:
Rick Noordanus
 r.noordanus@bredenoor.com
ü +31 (0)6 466 018 30

Certificates:
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
VCA**
SCC** 2008-5.1
SCIOS Scope 4D en 7c EBI/PI/PO
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Brand Energy & Infrastructure Services
Brand is a leading provider of specialized services to the
global industrial, commercial and infrastructure markets.
Our extensive portfolio of specialized industrial service
offerings include scaffolding, coatings, insulation,
refractory, forming & shoring, cathodic protection,
mechanical services and other related crafts.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, conversion & commissioning,
construction, ship repair and technical services, education, training &
recruitment, industry & trade, maritime services, offshore services

Address:
Binnenduinrandweg 75
943 AD Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 292 096
ú www.beis.com/nl
 nl@beis.com
J

Contact:
Christian Douma
 cdouma@brandsafway.com
ü +31 (0)6 516 148 16

Certificates:
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO45001
VCA Petrochemie
MVO Prestatieladder
CO2 Prestatieladder
SC-530 Asbestos
IRATA Full Member

Breman Offshore
Breman Offshore is located on the quayside at IJmuiden and
is directly accessible to ocean going vessels.
From this location, we support tools and machinery
manufacturers, construction companies, as well as all types
of marine equipment and vessel service providers.
If you are seeking facilities to construct, test and/or
overhaul machinery and offshore structures, or to provide
maintenance services to the shipping industry, Breman
Offshore is your key, integrated business partner.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning

Address:
Leonarduskade 21
1976 DH IJmuiden
 +31 (0)88 273 6380
ú www.breman-offshore.nl
 info@breman-offshore.nl
J

Contact:
Henk Breman
 info@breman-offshore.nl
 +31 (0)88 273 6380

Certificates:
ISO9001
ISO3834
NEN-1090

Bus Industrial Tools

BuildingCareers
BuildingCareers operates in the 24/7 process industry with
specialized recruitment and secondment solutions. We
recruit and place only the best (interim) engineers, executive
or supervisory, to the process and manufacturing industry in
both engineering and management positions. We understand
the market as well as our clients’ needs and demands.
BuildingCareers aims to contribute to the energy transition
and the circular economy, because engineers deserve better
- now and in the future. Reference: Tata Steel, BP, Zenith
Energy, Aluchemie, Curium, Danieli
Corus, PWN Technology, IV Industrie,
Crown van Gelder, Forbo Flooring,
Titan-LNG

recruitment of highly educated engineers, secondment solutions,
interim & project management solutions. Staffing of specialized
teams for decommissioning, oil and gas, offshore wind.

Address:

Contact:

Parallelweg 2
1948 NM Beverwijk
 +31 (0))251 267 272
ú www.buildingcareers.nl
 info@buildingcareers.nl

Certificates:

Robrecht Bakker
 robrecht.bakker@buildingcareers.nl
ü +31 (0)6 464 188 29

J

Bus Industrial Tools is supplier for the on- / offshore,
metal and industrial sector. We not only deliver products,
but are partners in the realization of efficient solutions in
technology.
In addition to a large number of products for the metal onand offshore industry, we provide services:
· Maintenance & inspections: Conforming to all current
regulations.
· Equipment hire: Welding equipment, Pipe end machines,
Workbenches and tool boxes and more
· E-procurement: Proven concept that can be developed in
consultation with the customer.
· Supply management: Adopting the
ordering and delivery methodology of
our customer to meet their needs.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, industry & trade, logistics services,
forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management, tool wholesaler

Address:

NEN44001-1
VCU
ABU

Rooswijkweg 200
1951 MD VELSEN NOORD
 +31 (0)88 383 1022
 www.bus.nl
ú velsen-noord@bus.nl
J

Contact:
Mark Kock
 mkock@bus.nl
ü +31 (0)6 106 245 52

Certificates:
ISO 14001
ISO 9001
OHSAS 18001
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Bureau Veritas

C-Ventus
Bureau Veritas is a global business-to-business
service provider in the field of testing, inspection and
certification, referred to as TIC services. Its core business
focuses on ensuring the conformity of its clients’
assets, products, infrastructure and business processes
to customer specifications, national and international
standards and relevant laws and regulations (compliance).
Bureau Veritas’ mission is to reduce the risks of its clients,
to help improve their performance and to
provide support in innovation.

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, decommissioning

Address:
Computerweg
3821 AB Amersfoort
 +31 (0)88 450 5500
ú benelux.bureauveritas.com
 offshore@bureauveritas.com
J

Contact:
Patrick Bakker
 patrick.bakker@bureauveritas.com
ü +31 (0)6 514 831 45

Certificates:
ISO9001
ISO14001
ISO45001
ISO17020 , zie scope (I002)
ISO17021 , zie scope (C558)
ISO17065, zie scope (C165)

VCA*
SCIOS
- Scope 1 t/m7
- Scope 8 t/m 10 and 12
- Scope 11

C-Ventus is a dynamic and continuously evolving company
specialised in offshore wind. Today we work in close
partnership with key players in the industry on over 20
offshore wind farms in The Netherlands, UK, Germany, and
Belgium, successfully delivering safe, cost effective and
high quality services. Our track record and expertise covers
both topside and subsea works over the full life-cycle of
an offshore wind farm. We have the resources and assets
required to meet the needs of the industry. We offer a highly
experienced in-house team of Project Managers, Engineers,
SHEQ professionals and Technicians
combined with significant in-house
assets which include a range of ROVs,
Dive-spreads, Rope Access and Survey
equipment.

Offshore wind, Rope-Access, oil- and gas, construction and technical
services, supply chain management, maritime services, offshore
services

Address:
Strandweg 2
1976 BS IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 820 020
ú www.c-ventus.nl
 info@c-ventus.com
J

Contact:
Paul van Tongeren
 p.van.tongeren@c-ventus.com
 +31 (0)255 820 020

Certificates:
ISO9001
ISO14001
ISO45001
IRATA

Cargostore Worldwide

Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam
Cargostore is one of the world’s fastest growing suppliers
of ISO shipping containers and DNV 2.7-1 certified CCU’s
for on and offshore projects. With offices in London and
Abu Dhabi and depots across the globe, Cargostore prides
itself on providing a seamless and fast service with the
flexibility to meet any client requirement.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, offshore services

Address:
J

T he Old Exchange,
12 Compton Road,
Wimbledon, London,
SW19 7QD England

Contact:
 +44 (0)208 879 1900
ú www.cargostore.com
 info@cargostore.com

Dennis Schouwenaar
 ds@cargostore.com
ü +31 (6) 4016 5088

Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam is known for quick and high
quality repairs, conversions and dockings, as well as its
highly experienced workforce. The combination of these
facilities and a century of experience offer the perfect one
stop-shop solution for every project. Damen Shiprepair
Amsterdam specializes in the repair, maintenance,
conversion and outfitting of all types cargo vessels, offshore
wind, dredgers, defence, sea & river cruises, deep-sea
trawlers and special purpose vessels. Ships must sail!

oil- and gas, offshore wind, sea & river cruise, conversion &
commissioning, construction, ship repair and technical services

Address:
t t. Vasumweg 125-131
1033 SG Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 631 8218
ú www.damenshiprepair.com
 info-dsam@damen.com
J

Contact:
Freek van den Eijkel
 freek.van.den.eijkel@damen.com
ü +31 (0)6 46712104

Certificates:
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
ISO 3834-2
EN1090
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CHC Helicopter Netherlands
CHC Helicopters Netherlands BV was founded in 1965 in
Schiphol. We provide helicopter transport on highest levels
of service safety with a diverse, global customer group that
includes the oil and gas, search and rescue, emergency
medical service, energy and utility industries, offshore
wind farms, hoist operations, or VIP flights.
With a service area across Western Europe, we can respond
quickly, efficiently, and safely to meet any customer
need. Our work ranges from Helicopter services but
we offer also EASA PART-145 MRO services solutions
for AgustaWestland 139-helicopters (AB139/AW139) or
Helicopter hoist training courses.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, ogistics services, forwarding,
warehousing and terminals

Address:
Luchthavenweg 18A
1788 PP Den Helder
 +31 (0)223 677 525
ú www.chcheli.com
 ServiceSNS@chcheli.com
J

Contact:
Sandra de Koning
 ServiceSNS@chcheli.com
 tel. +31 (0)223 677 525

Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf
Centrally located in the Port of Amsterdam, Damen
Shiprepair Oranjewerf has many years’ experience in
the maintenance, repair and outfitting of vessels of all
types serving the offshore industry. It offers a skilled and
experienced workforce, facilities including a 135m floating
dock and easy access to suppliers. Recent offshore projects:
Vos Sweet, Vos Stone, Vos Star, Vos Start, Seamar Splendid
& Aurora G.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion & commissioning, construction,
ship repair and technical services, maritime services

Address:
Nieuwendammerdijk 542
1023 BX Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 634 7511
ú www.damenshiprepair.com/oranjewerf
 info-oranjewerf@damen.com
J

Contact:
Jeen van der Werf
 jeen.van.der.werf@damen.com
ü +31 (0)6 553 989 88

Certificates:
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
VCA

De Vries & Van de Wiel

Den Helder Airport
Acquisition, design, engineering, procurement,
construction, installation, execution and/or maintenance
activities relating to:
• Dredging and land reclamation works,
• Environmental soil-, sediments and water treatment,
• Environmental remediation and development projects,
• Harbour and marine engineering works,
• Offshore renewable energy projects and offshore oil &
gas industry support services,
• Pipe laying-, cable laying and rock placement projects,
• Civil infrastructure-, marine and hydraulic engineering
projects,
• Extraction-, processing, and
supply of marine aggregates.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, renewables, maritime services

Address:
Toetsenbordweg 11
1033 MZ Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 219 1515
ú www.deme-group.com
 info.vw@deme-group.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Jaap van der Weele
General Manager
 van.der.weele.jaap@demegroup.com
 +31 (0)20 219 1515

Netherlands Offshore Aviation Mainport
Den Helder Airport serves the offshore energy industry on
the Dutch continental shelf. In 50 years, the airport has
developed into the Netherlands only all-round offshore
aviation center.
Den Helder Airport is equipped for the future with all the
facilities of an international airport. Traffic control, 1.3
kilometers of ILS runway, 12 parking spots, 5 hangars,
passenger and baggage control systems, terminal building,
check-in counters, handling agents, security, immigration
services, customs, underground fuel bunkers and secure
parking.

offshore wind, oil and gas, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing and terminals, ports and regional authorities

Address:

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
VCA** (2008/5.1)
CO2-Bewust certificaat

Veiligheidsladder
BRL SIKB 7000
BRL SIKB 7500
BRL 9313
BRL 9335

L uchthavenweg 10 A
1786 PP Den Helder
 +31 (0)223 635 666
ú www.denhelderairport.nl
 info@denhelderairport.nl
J

Contact:
Conny van den Hoff
 c.vandenhoff@denhelderairport.nl
ü +31 (0)53 772 293
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Deep - Hydrography and Geophysics
Deep BV, based in Amsterdam, is an internationally
operating survey company specialized in hydrography,
marine geophysics and oceanography. Our main goal
is to safely supply high-quality and reliable data of the
underwater world to our clients. Areas of operation include
among others offshore waters, coastal zones, harbors and
inshore waterways. Projects are carried out worldwide.
Deep deploys an extensive range of survey techniques while
using high-end equipment and operating its own vessel
fleet.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, engineering, legal &
insurance, maritime services, offshore services

Address:
 ohan van Hasseltweg 39 D
J
1021 KN Amsterdam
 +31(0)20 634 3676
ú www.deepbv.nl
 info@deepbv.nl
J

Contact:
Jurgen Beerens
 JBE@deepbv.nl
ü +31 (0)6 539 488 30

Certificates:
ISO 9001: 2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS 18001:2007
VCA

Deutsche Windtechnik
Deutsche Windtechnik is a specialist in the maintenance
and repair of wind turbines on land and at sea. Our dayto-day business includes the planning and implementation
of maintenance, repair, upgrading and inspection
procedures. All measures to keep the fascinating wind
turbines up and running for the long term. We offer
everything from A to Z – and match that with a passion
for all technical services above and below water. From our
office in Utrecht and IJmuiden we deliver service below
water such as bathymetric surveys, ROV and Diving services
and above water all kind of inspections, maintenance and
repair services. Next to the offshore activities Deutsche
Windtechnik is also very active
in the onshore wind industry.

offshore wind

Address:
Groenewoudsedijk 40
3528 BK Utrecht
 +31 (0)850 220 076
ú www.deutsche-windtechnik.com
 info-dwtbv@deutsche-windtechnik.com
J

Contact:
Niels Noordeloos
 n.noordeloos@deutsche-windtechnik.com
ü +31 (0)6 412 237 39

Certificates:
ISO 14001 – 9001 - 18001

DHSS

Dutch Marine Contractors
An experienced company with a demonstrated history
of working in Offshore Energy Industry as Vessel & Port
Agency as well as Helicopter Logistics provider.
With long term contracts for 2 world leading Offshore
Wind turbine companies, we are highly active in Offshore
Wind Industry and take care of all logistics services
needed, including warehousing.
DHSS is situated at A1 locations for most efficient and safe
shore support.
We deliver the full package
onshore, so you can focus on
your projects at sea.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, agents & shipbrokers, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal, maritime services,
offshore services

Address:

Contact:

Volendamkade 1
1976 ED IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 745 100
ú www. dhss.nl
 agencies.ijmuiden@dhss.nl

Certificates:

Wim Schouwenaar
 w.schouwenaar@dhss.nl
ü +31 (0)6 538 126 24

J

ISO9000:2015
AEO (Authorized Economic Operator)

DMC supports and facilitates marine projects through
Commercial ship management, and Brokerage. We have
an exclusive fleet of 10 tugs/AHT/Multi-cats/Supply/Guard
vessels to serve the Offshore wind, Oil & Gas, marine
construction, dredging and heavy lift transportation
sectors. Main activities are: UXO clearance, Lidar buoys
deployment/maintenance, guard duties, transport of MP
and TP’s, assisting cable laying barges,
supply/maintenance duties. Our crew
and vessels have become experienced
in supporting and assisting the several
phases of a wind farm project.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, agents & shipbrokers, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal, maritime services,
offshore services

Address:
Donauweg 10
1043 AJ Amsterdam
 +31(0)20 308 0899
ú www.dutchmarinecontractors.com
 info@dutchmarinecontractors.com
J

Contact:
Sander Maurick
 sander@dutchmarinecontractors.com
ü +31 (0)6 202 019 15

Certificates:
ISO 9001:2015
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Royal Dirkzwager

Eager.one
We offer real-time visibility of all vessels that affect your
daily operations. 24/7 we share, as the eyes and ears of
the maritime world, our knowledge and expertise with
our customers. Our fully equipped maritime control
room monitors, reports and detects all incoming and
outgoing vessel traffic in and around the port, waterways,
at sea and in the vicinity of offshore assets. Vessels that
are about to cause a potentially harmful situation are
contacted via VHF and advised to change their
dangerous course. This way collisions are being
prevented and threats to the environment and
sea-life are minimized.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, maritime services, offshore services

Address:
 overt van Wijnkade 50
G
3144 EG Maassluis
 +31 (0)10 593 1600
ú www.dirkzwager.com
 info@dirkzwager.com
J

Contact:
Paul Wieland
 pwieland@dirkzwager.com
ü +31 (0)6 104 281 60

Reference:
Windpark Luchterduinen
Windpark Gemini
Windpark Westermeerwind
Windpark Rentel
Windpark Norther

Certificates:
Royal Dirkzwager is accredited
to ISO 9001:2008 (Quality).
Royal Dirkzwager is qualified in
the Achilles Joint Qualification
System

Complex projects require intelligent partnerships. Our
Engineers and Consultants engineer your complex lifts
& design and construct your equipment. One of our many
handling tool developments is a 1300t capacity Monopile
Gripper Frame for installing monopile foundations for
the Veja Mate offshore wind project. The double stage
gripper is equipped with a system to compensate motions
during lowering through the splash zone. Engineering,
fabrication, testing and
installation on the vessel was
part of our scope.

offshore wind, renewables, oil- and gas, education, training &
recruitment, engineering, legal & insurance, offshore oil & gas
services, other: heavy lifting and rigging, consultancy, design &
construction

Address:
Savannahweg 69
3542 AW UTRECHT
 +31 (0)30 240 8060
ú eager.one
 info@eager.one
J

Contact:
Robert Vaessen
 r.vaessen@eager.one
ü +31 (0)6 48973214

Certificates:
ISO 9001: 2015
GWO compliant

EAGLE-ACCESS

Address:
Sluisplein 36
1975AG IJmuiden
 +31 (0)6 237 733 63
ú www.eagle-access.nl
 info@eagle-access.nl
J

Eneco Wind
EAGLE-ACCESS BV has developed and build the EAGLE for
the safe and comfortable transfer of people and cargo from
a vessel to an offshore platform. This based on extensive
experience in offshore access leading to
“the only future proof Offshore access system”.
EAGLE – ACCESS is conveniently located at the quay side
in the port of Ijmuiden. From the office in IJmuiden we
support our clients with workability studies, risk analyses,
deck layouts, de-/mobilisations,
operator training and service & support
and more.

Eneco is a company with international operations in the area
of sustainable energy and innovation. Together with our
customers, partners and employees, we are working on the
realisation of our mission: everyone’s sustainable energy.
We invest in wind farms, biomass power plants, heating
and solar parks in order to increase the supply of renewable
energy. Offshore Wind makes an important contribution to
Eneco’s ambition to further scale up its sustainable energy
production. Eneco is operating from its O&M base in IJmuiden
PAWP, Luchterduinen, Borssele 3-4-5 and also Crosswind
(HKN) in the near future.
Eneco is also shareholder in the
Belgium offshore wind parks
Norther and Seamade.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, decommissioning

offshore wind

Contact:

Certificates:

Marco Klitsie
 m.klitsie@eagle-access.nl
ü +31 (0)6 237 733 63

ISO 9001: 2015
GWO compliant

Address:
Vlissingenstraat 43
1976 EV IJmuiden
 +31 (0)88 895 1111
ú www.eneco.com
 info@enecoluchterduinen.nl
J

Contact:
Remco Streppel
 remco.streppel@eneco.com
 +31 (0)88 895 1111
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ELA Container Offshore

Address:
Zeppelinstraße 19-21
49733 Haren (Ems)
Deutschland / Germany
 +49 5932 732 3500
ú www.ela-offshore.com
 info@ela-offshore.com
J

Engie Fabricom
ELA Container Offshore produces stand-alone offshore
containers for rent and sale to be used on rigs, transformer
platforms and on all kind of seagoing vessels, pontoons
and barges.ELA provides the modules as Temporary Living
Quarters, Offices, Mess Rooms, Galleys, Laundry, Recreation
or Locker Rooms or according to customer specification.
Additionally, ELA also offers a wide range of offshore cargo
carrying units. The high quality Containers are “Made in
Germany” according to the highest quality standards; DNV
2.7-1 / EN 12079-1 / ISO 10855 , based on SOLAS, IMO FSS
Code and MLC as well as CSC and approved by several IACScompanies. In terms of fire resistance, the A60 fire protection
provides high safety standards.

Fabricom Offshore Services, member of the ENGIE group,
is a service organization in the energy sector. With more
than 45 years of experience, Fabricom Offshore Services
provides multidisciplinary technical services to customers
in the on and offshore oil, gas and renewable energy
industry. With our competent and qualified technical
professionals Fabricom Offshore Services provides the
essential services that ensure the safe, reliable and costefficient operation of production assets. Fundamental
to our business is our comprehensive
integrated and certified HSEQ
management system.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, industry & trade, logistics services,
forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management, maritime
services

offshore wind, oil- and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance
& conversions, education, training & recruitment

Contact:
Frank ter Haak
 frank.terhaak@ela-offshore.com
ü +31 (0)6 463 712 43

Certificates:
EN1090
ISO 9001
SCC
SCL

Address:
Koperslagersweg 23
1786 RA Den Helder
 +31 (0)223 670 100
ú engie-fabricom.nl
J

Contact:
Matthijs Marcus
 matthijs.marcus@engie.com
ü +31 (0)6 536 235 31

FMTC Safety

EST-Floattech

Address:
Zandsteen 1
2132 MZ Hoofddorp
 +31 (0)227 745 503
ú www.est-floattech.com
 sales@est-floattech.com
J

EST-Floattech is a Dutch manufacturer of DNV-GL certified
(lithium) energy storage systems for maritime- and land
applications.
EST-Floattech operates from its headquarter in Hoofddorp
and is located in Germany and Norway. The lithium-ion
batteries are implemented in fully electric- and hybrid
applications with traditional engines and more recently,
with hydrogen technology. With a track record of more than
200 projects worldwide.
Proven technology and heritage as a system integrator,
makes EST-Floattech the partner to support at an early
stage!

FMTC Safety is the training centre for safety training in
the Offshore (OPITO&NOGEPA), Wind (GWO) and Maritime
(STCW) sectors. We take a unique customer-first approach,
are extremely well-informed about the sectors in which
we are active, and know that fast switching, flexibility
and safety are essential. That is why you can train with
FMTC Safety where and when it suits you. Professional and
reliable, national and international, we are always available,
including in the evenings and weekends. That’s training
with FMTC Safety.

engineering, construction, maintenance & conversions

educations, training and recruitment

Contact:

Certificates:

Koen Boerdijk
 k.boerdijk@est-floattech.com
ü +31 (0)6 8297 1811

ISO 9001
DNV-GL type approval certificate for Green
Orca® High Energy batteries
Norwegian Maritime Authority (NMA)
Green Award foundation (incentive provider)

Address:
Sloterweg 527
1171 VG Badhoevedorp
 +31 (0)85 130 7461
ú www.fmtcsafety.com
 info@fmtcsafety.com
J

Contact:
Eline Waalewijn
 eline@fmtcsafety.com
ü +31 (0)6 146 396 10
Rianne Tiggelman
 rianne@fmtcsafety.com
ü +31 (0)6 287 595 94
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eWorks

Address:
Witte Kruislaan 6
1217 AP Hilversum
 +31 (0)85 018 5247
ú www.eworks.nl
 info@eworks.nl
J

GBA (Gezamenlijke Brandweer Amsterdam)
To help improve a safe industry, we developed 65+ online
and offline toolbox meetings and onboarding testing, ready
to use or fully custom made . Our toolbox meetings focus
on human behavior in relation to safe working. To maintain
this behaviour on site, we have developed the Dare to Care
Safety app: reporting, sending safety alerts and a library for
all your documents and forms. All to empower employees
in their knowledge and responsibility.

The GBA consists of a team of experienced incident fighters
with a very varied background, who, in addition to standard
firefighting training, also have specialized training in
industrial and ship firefighting. The members of the team
maintain a warm relationship with the member companies
in order to be aware of location-specific matters and needs.
This expert team in the port area has identified the
following core values: proactive – joint – innovative –
continuity-oriented – visible. Together we are building a
safe port.

achieving safe behaviour in offshore, onshore, wind & energy

oil and gas, offshore wind, educations, training and recruitment

Contact:
Chantal de Groot
 chantal.de.groot@eworks.nl
ü +31 (0)6 824 544 11

References:
Spliethoff, KenzFigee, Jumbo Maritime,
Liftwerkx

Address:
Galwin 3
1046 AW Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 555 6100
ú gbamsterdam.nl
 info@gbamsterdam.nl
J

Contact:
Raymond Pikee
 r.pikee@gbamsterdam.nl
ü +31 (0)6 215 044 84

Gibb Safety & Survival

Address:
Monnickendamkade 19b
1976 EC IJmuiden
 +31 (0)85 273 19101
ú www.gibbsafety.com
 sales@gibbsafety.com
J

Industrieel Klimmen
Gibb Safety & Survival is one of Europe’s leading
distributors of PPE.
We are the energy sectors go-to provider for all Personal
Protection Equipment, Safety and Survival products,
specialising in supply to Oil & Gas, Marine and Renewables.
Gibb operates an extensive industrial distribution network
for clients in energy sectors from strategically placed
locations in IJmuiden, Great Yarmouth and Aberdeen,
from where we offer cost-effective and complete supply
solutions of a vast product range which has been developed
specifically for the industries we
support.

Industrieel Klimmen BV provides peace of mind for work
and rescue at height and in confined spaces. This practically
means that we offer fall arrest PPE, inspections, and safety
trainings. We are one of the largest Dutch providers of
fall arrest equipment of all major brands. We inspect this
equipment while taking care of certificates in an online
inspection portal which can be accessed 24/7 anywhere
in the world. And we provide GWO and other trainings in
our indoor training center in Wormerveer or on our clients
location, both onshore and offshore. Our customers are active
in wind energy, oil & gas, construction
and telecom. Please do not hesitate to
contact us with any questions regarding
work at height, rescue and evacuation,
or confined spaces.

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, intenance &
conversions, decommissioning

oil- and gas, conversion & commissioning, education, training,
industry & trade, offshore wind

Contact:

Certificates:

Marco Zonneveld
 marco.zonneveld@gibbsafety.com
ü +31 (0)6 146 839 59

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001

Address:
Vrijheidweg 35
1521 RP Wormerveer
 +31 (0)75 750 3600
ú www.industrieelklimmen.nl
 info@industrieelklimmen.nl
J

Contact:
Robert Peeters
 robert@industrieelklimmen.nl
ü +31 (0)6 265 528 05
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Golden Arrow

Address:
Dukdalfweg 60
1st floor
1041 BE Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 684 4299
ú www.goldenarrow.nl
 bunkers@goldenarrow.nl
J

Intures Industry
Golden Arrow Olieproducten Amsterdam BV is an
independent physical bunker supplier located in
Amsterdam, offering a variety of marine fuels for
competitive prices supplied by barge (double hull) or truck.
Having worked alongside experienced bunker traders and
planners, we continuously provide flexible and reliable
operations to ensure that the products are transported
in a timely manner. We are the only bunker supplier in
Amsterdam with our own personal floating and shore tank
storage spots, as a result we can provide prompt inquiries
with no issues.

Intures Industry specializes in being a full-service
engineering company which aids its customers
throughout the whole process from design, procurement
to construction-, inspection-, maintenance and assetmanagement. The company’s customers vary within
different levels of government and private asset and
real-estate owners of office buildings, housing, as well as
industrial objects and facilities. We mainly specialize in
providing maintenance solutions for structures and assets
which have been running for more
than 50 years up to 70 years.

oil and gas, offshore wind

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, intenance &
conversions, ports and regional authorities

Contact:
Peter Kieftenbeld
 PKieftenbeld@goldenarrow.nl
ü +31 (0)6 122 979 47

Address:
Rooswijkweg 189
1951 NL Velsen Noord
 +31 (0)251 256 060
ú www.intures.nl
 info@intures.nl
J

Contact:
Ronald Schravemaker
 ronald.schravemaker@intures.nl
ü +31 (0)6 215 835 47

Certificates:
ISO9001
VCA-P

IRM Europe

Iv-Consult
IRM EUROPE BV is the European sales and support centre
for IRM’s offshore and marine fender business. IRM
manufactures key components for the construction of
offshore platforms and substructures including pile
grippers, grout seals, leg mating units and diaphragm
closures. IRM also manufactures marine fenders for port
and harbours including pneumatic fenders. IRM EUROPE
BV has a range of pneumatic fenders in stock in the
Netherlands available for sale or rent.

Iv-Consult provides tailor-made solutions for your
Offshore & Yard handling, special moving and static
structures. Additionally, you can rely on our quality for
logistic and structural lay-out of ports & yards.
Are you looking for experts with knowledge and
experience in engineering that can think along with you?
We would like to search for high quality integral solutions
together with you. We offer engineering and consulting
services worldwide and aim to exceed our customers’
expectations.

Iv-Consult

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, intenance &
conversions, ports and regional authorities

Address:
Concordiastraat 84
1951 AS Velsen-Noord
 +31 (0)854 875 982
ú www.irmeurope.com
 sales@irmeurope.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

John Classey
 sales@irmeurope.com
ü +31 (0)6 268 930 82

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001

oil and gas, conversion & commissioning, engineering, legal
& insurance, construction, ship repair and technical services,
decommissioning, offshore wind, industry & trade

Address:
Noordhoek 37
3351 LD Papendrecht
 +31 (0)88 943 3000
ú www.iv-groep.nl
 mail@iv-consult.nl
J

Contact:
Casper van der Pol
 mail@iv-consult.nl
 +31 (0)88 943 3100
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Isolatie Combinatie

KenzFigee
•
•
•

•
•
•

A reliable partner on maintenance (insulation and
otherwise) issues.
Insulation from cryogenic (-200o C) to Jet Fire (+1300o C).
Own design certified Jet Fire resistance panels, walls, boxes
and jackets on Gas production facilities but also suitable
for LNG / CNG / H2 storage facilities.
Contractor for application of OXIFREE TM198. – anti
corrosion of complex situations
Revamp of existing sound enclosures, ducting and HVAC
boxes (and new)
Design, and installation of electrical tracing circuits
for winterizing and process
purposes.

oil- and gas, conversion & commissioning, construction shiprepair and
technical services, martime services, offshore services

Address:
Biesland 24
1948 RJ Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 229 650
ú www.icinsulation.com/nl
 info@icinsulation.nl
J

Contact:
Hans Kramer
 hans@icbeverwijk.nl
ü +31 (0)6 467 078 03

ü
ü
ü

Certificates:
ISO9001:2008
ISO22899-1:2007
VCA2008/5.1

Since 1836, KenzFigee has designed and built more than
4,500 cranes, lifting and handling solutions for clients
in the most demanding conditions. KenzFigee is a wellestablished supplier and service provider of tailor-made
cranes and equipment for the worldwide marine, offshore
and wind energy industries.
Experienced professionals provide design, engineering
expertise and a variety of services, to increase operational
efficiency and minimize downtime of equipment.
At KenzFigee we take care of clients during the whole life
cycle of the equipment.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, renewables, engineering, offshore ervices,
other: design, production and maintenance of offshoreand harbour cranes

Address:
Zuiddijk 400
1505 HE Zaandam
 +31 (0)75 681 0410
ú www.kenzfigee.com
 info@kenzfigee.com
J

Contact:
Robert de Rijcke
 r.derijcke@kenzfigee.com,
ü +31 (0)6 306 624 90

Certificates:
ISO-9000-2008 certificate (including design)
VCA** by ISO 45001 (former ISO OHSAS
18001)

KNRM

KH Engineering
As a multidisciplinary full-service engineering firm,
KH Engineering supports clients worldwide in the
development of projects. We differentiate ourselves
through our pragmatic approach and the broad
technological knowledge of all our colleagues.
We provide a full range of services, from front-end to
engineering, procurement and construction management
(EPCM) for our national and international clients.

The Royal Netherlands Sea Rescue Institution (in Dutch,
Koninklijke Nederlandse Redding Maatschappij: KNRM) is
the search & rescue organisation of the Netherlands. Some
1400 volunteers man over 70 lifeboats around the clock,
365 days a year to cover the Dutch coastline and large
expanses of inland water. In addition, doctors from the
KNRM’s Radio Medical Service stand ready to help sick and
injured crew members on seagoing vessels the world over.
The KNRM offers all services free of charge to those in need
and operates as an independent unsubsidised organisation.

engineering, offshore oil & gas services
offshore wind, oil- and gas, Educations, training and recruitment

Address
Kabelweg 21
1014 BA Amsterdam
 +31 20 5817 200
ú www.khe.eu
 amsterdam@khe.eu
J

Contact
Marco de Neef
 marco.de.neef@khe.eu
ü +31 (0)6 228 301 61

Certificates
VCAp
ISO9001:2015
NEN3140
NEN4400

Address:

Contact:

Haringkade 2
1986 CP IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 548 454
ú www.knrm.nl
 info@kenzfigee.com

Edward Zwitser
 e.zwitser@knrm.nl,
ü +31 (0)6 141 645 17

J
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Knowledge Insight

Address
Roond 22
5281 SH Boxtel
 +31 (0)6 229 695 61
ú www.knowledge-insight.com
 info@knowledge-insight.com
J

KOOLE Contractors
Knowledge Insight BV has over 25 years’ experience in
supporting frontline workers with accurate information
and easy to use solutions. Our suite of products called
FlowInsight delivers and supports remote assistance,
handsfree communications, workflow management,
auditing and inspections, ánd can be used for education
and quick on-boarding. Using FlowInsight your work can
be done quicker, more accurate, with less to no paperwork.
This leads to less downtime, fewer mistakes in reporting
and invoicing and a safer environment with increased
employee and customer satisfaction.

KOOLE Contractors is an international industrial and
maritime service- and solution provider, specialized in
industrial demolition, remediation, emergency response,
wreck removal, salvage and maritime construction.
The company’s many years of experience in maritime
services led to the founding of DECOM Amsterdam in
2019; a green shipyard where end-of-life maritime objects
such as vessels and drydocks are dismantled in a circular
and environmentally friendly manner and complies with
EU-standards.

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, educations, training and recruitment, decommissioning

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions, ecommissioning

Contact
Jan Paul Raven
 jraven@knowledge-insight.com
ü +31 (0)6 229 695 61

Address:
Vijfhuizerdijk 110
2142 BD Vijfhuizen
 +31 (0)23 558 1937
ú www.koole.eu
 info@koole.eu
J

Contact:
Jurgen Treffers
 j.treffers@koole.eu
ü +31 (0)6 463 686 61

Certificates:
VCA-P
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
Asbestos removal

BRL SVMS-007
BRL SIKB 7000

Kuhlman Repko Shipping Amsterdam
We are Kuhlman Repko Shipping, logistics is our
profession since 1872. We offer project support for the
onshore, nearshore and offshore wind industry.
Our team has developed itself throughout the years as
customs and logistics expect with a worldwide scope.
Standing by with our creative team throughout the whole
Netherlands at your disposal.
Because we DO care!

offshore wind, project support, Logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing and terminals, agents, shipbrokers and maritime
services

Address:
Lijndenweg 25b
1948 ND Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 745 004
ú www.krshipping.nl
 ams@krshipping.nl
J

Contact:

Reference:

Stephen Zwanenburg
 Stephen@krshipping.nl
ü +31 (0)6 828 876 62

AEO

Leonardo Hotel IJmuiden Seaport Beach
Situated 150 meters from the North Sea and the harbour,
our hotel is the perfect base for on and offshore workers.
We provide breakfast and lunch to take to work, restaurant
Chef’s! Food & Drinks, sauna and fitness for the well being
after work. Our spacious rooms, the fresh air from the sea
as well as the great view are the perfect
ingredients for a good night sleep.
Need training facilities? We offer 14
meeting rooms from 50m2 up to 474m2

engineered heavy lifting & transport, decommissioning, oil- and gas,
offshore wind, onshore wind, conversion & commissioning, logistics
services, forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management,
maritime services, offshore services

Address:
Kennemerboulevard 250
1976 EG IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 566 921
ú www.apollohotels.nl/leonardo-hotelijmuiden-seaport-beach/
 reservations.ijmuiden@leonardo-hotels.nl
J

Contact:
Denise van Gaans
 denise.vangaans@leonardo-hotels.nl
ü +31 (0)6 135 489 30
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Certificates:
Green key
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KVSA

Since 1876, we are your partner in IJmuiden from transport/
stowage to the supplier of maritime software. Our two
multipurpose terminals are located at the entrance to the
IJmuiden/Amsterdam North Sea canal. Here we offer a
variety of services (storage and stevedoring) to both vessels
and its crew/passengers. The advanced solutions of KVSA
Data&Intelligence form your compass: fast, efficient, and
safe. We developed SHIPM8, the all-in-one tool for planning/
registering/invoicing your maritime activities (www.shipm8.
com). Looking for an inspiring office space close to where
it all happens? Only 20 minutes from Schiphol airport and
Amsterdam we have fantastic
office units (ranging from
20m2/250m2).

oil- and gas, offshore wind, agents & shipbrokers, Industry & trade,
logistics services, forwarding, custom house clearing, warehousing,
decommissioning, conversion & commissioning, supply chain
management, terminal, maritime services, offshore services, office
space for rent and maritime software (SHIPM8).

Address:
Sluisplein 55
1975 AG IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 545 454
ú www.kvsa.nl
 info@kvsa.nl
J

Contact:
Alexander Coesel
 info@kvsa.nl
 +31 (0)255 545 454

LiftWerx Europe
LiftWerx is a company that offers innovative lifting
and turn key service solutions for major component
replacements such as gearboxes and blades of wind
turbines. The company is based in Canada, USA and Europe
and is part of the Dutch MeeMaken group. The unique inhouse developed technology increases safety, reduces costs,
avoids the requirement of obtaining road permits and large
hard-stands, is fully-electric and has 75% less of a carbon
footprint compared to traditional cranes. The services are
offered for both onshore and offshore turbines.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, renewables

Address:
Savannahweg 69
3542 AW Utrecht
 +31 (0)30 240 8060
ú www.liftwerx.com
 info.europe@liftwerx.com
J

Contact:
Eelko May
 eelko.may@liftwerx.com
 +31 (0)30 240 8060

Loodswezen | regio Amsterdam-IJmond
LiftWerx is a company that offers innovative lifting
and turn key service solutions for major component
replacements such as gearboxes and blades of wind
turbines. The company is based in Canada, USA and Europe
and is part of the Dutch MeeMaken group. The unique inhouse developed technology increases safety, reduces costs,
avoids the requirement of obtaining road permits and large
hard-stands, is fully-electric and has 75% less of a carbon
footprint compared to traditional cranes. The services are
offered for both onshore and offshore turbines.

agents, shipbrokers and maritime services, ports and regional
authorities

Address:

Contact:

Kanaaldijk 242
1975 AJ IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 564 545
ú www.loodswezen.nl
 Amsterdam-ijmond@loodswezen.nl
J

Mammoet
Mammoet helps clients with Smarter, Safer and Stronger
solutions to any heavy lifting or transport challenge. We aim
to develop long term relationships in order to understand
their businesses and challenges best, so we can realize
the most efficient and cost-effective approaches. We
have a unique global network and an unparalleled fleet of
equipment. Through deep and longstanding engineering
expertise and the highest quality and safety standards in
execution we bring an intelligent and flexible approach
to projects across a wide breadth of industry sectors.
Clients trust us to help them achieve feats that were once
considered impossible, and we have
often broken records in doing so.

engineered heavy lifting & transport, decommissioning, oil- and gas,
offshore wind, onshore wind, conversion & commissioning, logistics
services, forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management,
maritime services, offshore services

Address:

Rob Gerrits
 r.gerrits@loodswezen.nl
ü +31 (0)6 514 839 36

 itte Hekweg 4
W
1951 HL Velsen
 +31 (0)88 650 2050
ú www.mammoet.nl
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Freek Poldervaart
 Freek.poldervaart@
mammoet.com
ü +31 (0)6 227 986 93

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
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VCA-P
Safety Culture Ladder (SCL)
VVT Erkenning
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Lubbers Logistics Group

Lubbers Logistics Group was founded in 1929 as a road
transport business. Today we are global experts in complex
transport & logistics for the Energy industry. Clients recognize
us for our high QHSE standards, strong global network,
proven track record and personal approach. No matter how
large, heavy or dangerous the goods, we make sure the job
gets done. Fast, reliable and safe. Lubbers Road Transport,
throughout Europe with 150 trucks, 350 trailers and 16 bases
in 8 countries. Lubbers Global Freight, global forwarding by
air, sea, road and rail. Lubbers Projects & Services, turn-key
rigmoves, pipeline logistics, power cable logistics, staffing
and container rentals. From our support base in the port of
IJmuiden, we service the (offshore) wind & power industry.
This facility offers transport, storage & handling, customs
services, staffing and all types of
container and accommodation rentals.
Complex transport & logistics.
One solution. Lubbers.

MeeMaken
MeeMaken is an active venture capital company with a
large global network and a strong portfolio of service
companies in the offshore energy sector and online learning
software development. The MeeMaken group consists of
Selmers, Eager.One, Kenz-Figee,
Alltec Lifting Systems, Blue
Offshore, LiftWerx, TopShore,
BeOne Development Group,
eWorks, InfoSequre, Splintt,
L3online and Boon Learning.

other: venture capital company

decommissioning, oil & gas, offshore wind, conversion & commissioning,
education, training & recruitment, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management.

Address
Kromhoutstraat 30K
1976 BM IJmuiden
 +31 (0)251 215216
ú www.lubbers.net
 csd@lubbers.net
J

Contact
Mark Hofland
 M.Hofland@lubbers.net
ü +31 (0)6 50258173

Reference
We have a long proven track
record in the oil & gas industry.
Also we have participated in
several offshore wind projects.
References about these projects
available upon request.

Certificates
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
IATA
AEO

Address:
Savannahweg 69
3542 AW Utrecht
 +31 (0)30 240 8060
ú meemaken.com
 info@meemaken.com
J

Contact:
Natasja Sesink
 natasjasesink@meemakenbv.com
ü +31 (0)6 533 22 517

Mistras Group

Neptune Energy Netherlands
We offer our customers high standard Non-Destructive
Testing and Inspection solutions worldwide. Mistras
Group has over 7000 employees globally with an average
growth of 20% per year. Mistras Group is registered at
the stock market in New York. In the Netherlands we have
offices in Spijkenisse and Hengelo.
Mistras Group offers complete solutions to the end
customer so their targets can be achieved; long life
of assets, excellent availability and productivity, low
maintenance, outstanding safety and environmental
performance, risk management and avoidance of
incidents.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, conversion & commissioning,
construction, ship repair and technical services, education, training &
recruitment, maritime services, offshore services

Address

Contact:

Hofweg 15
3208 LE Spijkenisse
 +31 (0)10 245 0325
ú www.mistrasgroup.nl
 info@mistras.nl

Certificates:

Leon de Ridder
 leon.deridder@mistrasgroup.com
ü +31 (0)6 360 608 74

J

DNV-GL 402B
ISO 17025
ISO 9001
VCA (SHE Management System)
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Nautilus Port Services

oil- and gas, offshore wind, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing
and terminals, agents, shipbrokers and maritime services

Address:
Sluisplein 60
1975 AG IJmuiden
 +31 (0)10 820 2230
ú www-nps-eu.com
 info@nps-eu.com

Contact:
Simone Katan
 simone@nps-eu.com
ü +31 (0)6 211 833 48

Oil and gas, hydrogen and CCS

Address:
Monarch Building
Prinses Beatrixlaan 5
2595 AK Den Haag
ü +31 (0)85 208 7500
ú www.neptuneenergy.com
 communication@neptuneenergy.com
J

Contact:
Patrice Hijsterborg
 patrice.hijsterborg@neptuneenergy.com
ü +31 (0)6 510 351 12
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Newrest
Nautilus Port Services is a maritime service provider with
offices in IJmuiden (Amsterdam), Rotterdam, Vlissingen and
Antwerp and Zeebrugge. As a shipping agent, Nautilus is an
important spider in the web for all kinds of maritime service
extensions. Nautilus operates 24/7 in all Dutch and Belgian
ports where Nautilus coordinate hundreds of ship calls per
year in the various industries such as; Offshore, Cruise,
Tankers, Dry-Cargo and Navy.
In addition, Nautilus takes customs matters out of the hands
of its customer and takes care of all immigration formalities.
Nautilus budgets and consolidates all
financial matters and creates a clear and
manageable situation for the client.

J

Neptune Energy is the largest offshore gas producer in
the Dutch North Sea. We are part of the Neptune Energy
Group, an independent global E&P company. Neptune
has a strong focus on natural gas and the ambition to be
a key player in the energy transition offshore with green
hydrogen (PosHYdon) and CCS. When we re-use our
existing infrastructure wisely, we’ll be able to execute New
Energy projects faster, cheaper and with less impact on the
environment (seabed, dunes).

Out-of-home caterer Newrest is active in 58 countries
and has an excellent offshore track record outside of the
Netherlands with clients such as Schlumberger, Total,
Petrobras, Siemens and SBM Offshore. Newrest has enormous
experience in remote-site catering and facility management
around the world. Newrest is the only market player to
be active in all sectors of catering and its related services;
Inflight, Buy on Board, Duty Free, Catering and Remote Site,
Rail, Retail and support services. Worldwide the company
employs almost 35,000 specialists, some 5400 of which
work in the Newrest Remote
site division that covers offshore
catering activities and caters for
over 145,000 meals a day.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, educations, training and recruitment,
logistics services, forwarding, warehousing and terminals,
decommissioning

Address:
Folkstoneweg 67
1118 LN Schiphol
 +31 (0)6 517 795 22
ú www.newrest.eu
 l.benreguig@newrest.eu
J

Contact:
Lucas Benreguig
 l.benreguig@newrest.eu
ü +31 (0)6 517 795 22

NorthCMedia

Address:
Dokweg 33B
1976 CA IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 756 916
ú northcmedia.com
 info@northcmedia.com
J

OTOS LMR Systems
NorthCmedia is thé certified and specialized video company
for the in entire industry.
Many companies in the offshore (wind) and maritime
industry have already experienced the benefits of working
with our team. More publicity and leads with the use of
impressive video content is more important than ever before.
With our knowledge and long experience in the industry
we help companies to visualize them with impressive
video solutions. From project and corporate productions,
to animations, aerial films and social media content, our
dedicated team is ready to shoot!

Since it’s establishment in November 2004, Otos LMR
Systems has developed into a dynamic company specialised
in mobile communication tools. We deal in walkietalkies and mobile radios as well as the network in which
these products operate. Ports are an important market
to us, and the Amsterdam port is especially close to our
hearts. In return, many Amsterdam businesses have
trusted us with fulfilling their communication needs
over the years in which we provide products and related
services, maintenance and repairs, largely under our own
management.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, agents, shipbrokers and maritime
services, decommissioning

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, industry & trade

Contact:

Address:

Irene ‘t Hart
 irene@northcmedia.com
ü +31 (0)6 300 388 54

Vilgert 6
6086 NM Neer
 +31 (0)475 510 742
ú www.otos.nl
 sales@otos.nl
J

Contact:
Marcel Coenen
 m.coenen@otos.nl
ü +31 (0)6 532 514 39

Reference:
Maja
Eurotank
Schot Verticaal Transport
VCK/Waterland
Main
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Oceanwide

Pentacon Engineering
Your reliable partner when it comes to technical
professionals for various positions, both on and offshore.
We recruit and employ professionals within the following
industries; Wind, Oil & Gas, Maritime. Projects can be
long-term or project based. We act proactive and always
supply the best man or woman for the job. We provide
professionals on various levels within your organization
such as technical, operational and management.

offshore wind, oil and gas, educations, training and recruitment,
agents, shipbrokers and maritime services, decommissioning

Address:
Stadhuisplein 20
4382 LG Vlissingen
 +31 (0)118 429 510
ú www.oceanwidecrew.com
 denhelder@oceanwidecrew.com
J

Contact:
Attila Csizmarik
 Attila.csizmarik@oceanwidecrew.com
ü +31 (0)6 120 964 47

Certificates:
ISO 9001
VCU – Safety Checklist Employment Agency
FPAL
NEN 4400-1
MLC 2006

Engineering firm Pentacon provides custom solutions for your
mechanical and mechatronics challenge. With our inhouse engineers,
operating from our 3 offices and on-site, we provide regional and
international engineering support for over 20 years. Being active in
multiple industries, we combine cross-industry knowledge and design
principles into innovative solutions.
We take responsibility for our designs and therefore extend our
services and commitment beyond a set of engineering deliverables.
We realize this by providing multidisciplinary project management,
hardware delivery and commissioning.

engineering, construction, maintenance & conversions

Address:
Küppersweg 89
2031 EB Haarlem
 +31 (0)23 551 4562
ú www.pentacon.nl
 info@pentacon.nl
J

Contact:
Onno van der Hoogt
 ovdhoogt@pentacon.nl
ü +31 (0)6 110 146 21
Damy van Nuissenburg
 dvnuissenburg@pentacon.nl
ü +31 (0)6 464 184 66

Certificates:
ISO 9001
VCU
NEN-4400-01

Peterson
Peterson offers a comprehensive range of safe, reliable and valueadded logistics solutions to the energy industry globally and has
a strong track record in optimising integrated supply base and
logistics operations. Our offshore energy activities include extensive
energy logistics services and sustainable cost saving concepts for
the logistics supply chain.
We are successfully transferring our logistics experience and safety
standards, gained from working in the highly regulated oil & gas
industry, to other areas of the energy sector including offshore
wind.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, agents & shipbrokers, education, training &
recruitment, members, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing,
supply chain management, terminal, maritime services, offshore
services

Address:
Westerduinweg 10
1976 BV IJmuiden
 +31 (0)23 368 5306
ú www.onepeterson.com
 ijmuiden@onepeterson.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Ron Winands
 rwinands@onepeterson.com
ü +31 (0)6 538 909 10

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 50001
OHSAS 18001
AEO Customs

The largest offshore wind farms will be built in the coming
decades off the coast of the Amsterdam metropolitan region.
Offshore Wind is therefore an enormous growth market
for the region. The port of Amsterdam offers wind energy
companies plenty of opportunities and possibilities. From
production to installation and maintenance and in the future
the refurbishment and circular decommissioning of wind
turbines. Facilities in the port of Amsterdam region:
• Deep-sea quays with a depth of up to 17 metres
• Available space for the production of components for the
wind industry, such as production of electricity cables,
generators, foundations etc.
• Wide variety of repair and maintenance sites and facilities
• Tide and weather-independent work area
• Jacking facilities at various locations
• Shore power connections available
• Major developments and investment on energy transition
and circular related activities

Port of Amsterdam

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing, supply
chain management, terminal, port and regional authorities

Address:

Contact:

 e Ruyterkade 7
D
1013 AA Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 523 4500
ú www.portofamsterdam.nl
 allard.klinkers@portofamsterdam.com
J

Allard Klinkers
 allard.klinkers@portofamsterdam.com
ü +31 (0)6 533 265 33
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Point B

Address:
Molenkroft 1
1934 DA Egmond aan den Hoef
 +31 (0)6 459 694 41
ú www.point-b.nl
J

Contact:
Nick Waterdrinker
 nick.pointb@me.com
ü +31 (0)6 459 694 41

Point b BV is a consulting company, and started in 2009 after
the liquidation of a subsea contractor where I worked. This
event made a profound impression on me and highlighted
a flaw in our day to day business: Nothing is personal. But
when nothing is personal, what are we all about? Taking
you to a next step in growth, or simply from point a to b is
what we do. The development of your business is where we
are trusted best. Point b has a proven track record within the
offshore energy sector, from expanding harbors and airports
to install new international divisions. For the last 6 years
our focus has been on the energy transition, assisting our
clients setting a new course for carbon neutral operations. We
have no website, limited social media exposure, and no other
irrelevant distractions for you. For 10 years
word of mouth advertising of our loyal
network has been the main cornerstone of
our business.

The Port of IJmuiden (Zeehaven IJmuiden N.V.) has many advantages. It
is located on open sea at the entrance to the North Sea Canal area, with
round-the-clock access, a depth of up to 11 metres and no restrictions. The
port has excellent inland shipping, road and air connections, with a wide
availability of industrial expertise, a free choice of suppliers and, last but
not least, dedicated personnel and local authorities. Windcat Workboats,
Eneco, MHI Vestas, C-Ventus, Vattenfall, Breman Offshore and other
dedicated Offshorewind companies are already established in The Port of
IJmuiden.
The North Sea wind farm of the coast of Egmond aan Zee and the Prinses
Amalia wind farm off the coast of IJmuiden were both constructed from the
Port of IJmuiden. Vattenfall has chosen the Port of IJmuiden as its home
base for operational and maintenance activities related to the Hollandse
Kust 1&2 and 3&4 wind farm. Once the wind farm is completed and
commissioned (by 2023), all maintenance and management tasks required
to keep the wind farm operational will be
performed from this maintenance hub.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, industry & trade, logistics services,
forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management, tool wholesaler

offshore wind port, decommissioning, oil- and gas, , conversion & commissioning,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal, ports

Address:
Halkade 4
1976 DC IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 547 030
ú www.zeehaven.nl
 info@zeehaven.nl
J

Contact:
Peter van de Meerakker
 pvdmeerakker@zeehaven.nl
ü +31 (0)6 547 470 46

Port of IJmuiden

Reference:
For offshore projects we have
a specially developed site
available in the IJmondharbor,
adjacent to the Monnickendam

quay with a length of 300m1.
The bottom of the harbor basin
is on average NAP -11 m1 deep

REYM

Port Towage Amsterdam
Port Towage Amsterdam is a leading provider of safe and
efficient port towage, and associated marine services
to the international shipping- and offshore- (oil &
gas, renewables) industry. Our fleet of powerful, highquality tugs is based in the vibrant ports of Amsterdam
and IJmuiden and is operating from the Inner Pierheads
throughout the North Sea Canal area, one of Europe’s
prime logistic hubs and industrial areas.

Since it was established in 1953, REYM B.V. has grown into
a nationwide-operating service provider in the industrial
cleaning, transportation and waste management sector.
One of REYM’s specializations is the cleaning of process
components from the onshore and offshore oil and gas
industry. Our service goes beyond industrial cleaning,
transportation and waste management.

PORT TOWAGE
A M S T E R D A M

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, maritime services

Address:
 onnickendamkade 19 C
M
1976 EC IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 820 082
ú www.towageamsterdam.com
 peter.maanders@towageamsterdam.com
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Peter Maanders
 peter.maanders@towageamsterdam.com
ü +31 (0)6 127 246 73

ISO 9001

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion &
commissioning, industry & trade, maritime services, offshore services,
cleaning of process installations, waste management

Address:
Nijverheidsweg 50
1948 PV Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 229 233
ú www.reym.nl
 beverwijk@reym.nl
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Mark Kappen
 m.kappen@reym.nl
ü +31 (0)6 150 033 20

Tankcleaning (KIWA)
VCA Petrochemistry
ISO 45001
ISO 9001
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ISO 14001
FPAL Assessement Certificate
Verified
ISO 22000 Food
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Rabobank Haarlem - IJmond
Rabobank is an international financial services provider
operating on the basis of cooperative principles. It offers
retail banking, wholesale banking, private banking, leasing
and real estate services. As a cooperative bank, Rabobank
puts customers’ interests first in its services.
It serves approximately 8.3 million clients around the
world. Rabobank Group is comprised of Coöperatieve
Rabobank U.A. (Rabobank) and its
consolidated subsidiaries in The
Netherlands and abroad. It is committed
to making a substantial contribution to
welfare and prosperity in the Netherlands
and to feeding the world sustainably.

offshore wind

Address:
Dreef 40
2012HS Haarlem
 +31 (0)23 513 35 00
ú www.rabobank.nl/bedrijven/
 Alex.Westerwoudt@rabobank.nl
J

Contact:
Alex Westerwoudt
 Alex.Westerwoudt@rabobank.nl
ü +31 (0)6 535 804 54

Rietlanden Terminals
Rietlanden Terminals has a rich history in the port of
Amsterdam and is today major player in the transhipment
and storage of dry bulk and in logistic services.
Rietlanden has two terminals in Amsterdam with a total
storage capacity of approximately 2.6 million tonnes.
With its four modern floating cranes, the company can
load and unload anywhere in the Amsterdam ports, at the
buoys in IJmuiden or ‘Capesize’.
In addition, Rietlanden has a
rail connection for transporting
products to the hinterland.

offshore wind, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing and
terminals

Address:
Westpoortweg 502
1047 HB Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 480 8800
ú www.rietlanden.com
 receptie@rietlanden.com
J

Contact:
Paul Spit
 paul.spit@jeragm.com
ü +31 (0)6 141 334 38

Riwal Industry Solutions

Seafox
INTERNATIONAL LEADER IN POWERED ACCESS
Riwal Industry Solutions is a specialist in solutions-atheight for the On & Offshore Wind Industry.
For a wide range of customers in the Wind Industry with
specific demands and requirements,
we implement innovative and groundbreaking solutions,
such as electric machines used in harsh environments.
+2000 employees ensure your operation is executed safely
and reliable on a global scale.
By investing in people, quality and
innovation, Riwal has become the
leading international player.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, renewables, construction, ship repair and
technical services, education, training & recruitment, industry & trade

Address:

Contact:

Maxwellstraat 27
3316 GP Dordrecht
 +31 (0)78 618 1888
ú www.riwal.com

Certificates:

Casper Friedl
 casper.friedl@riwal.com
ü +31 (0)78 618 1888

J

9001, 14001, 18001, QMS, Performance
Ladders. DMV GL Management System

Seafox is a leading global offshore jack-up company,
providing offshore services to support the oil & gas and
renewables industry. We own and operate thirteen selfelevating jack-ups to the safest and highest standards.
Our customers benefit from our extensive and proven
experience in accommodation & crane support, well
testing & workover, transport & installation, hookup
and commissioning, plugging and abandonment, and
decommissioning. Furthermore, Seafox offers containerised
temporary accommodation units for offshore locations and
vessels.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, maritime services

Address:
 ain EU office:
M
Westerduinweg 3
1976 BV IJmuiden
 +31 (0)23 554 1313
ú www.seafox.com
 info@seafox.com
J

Contact:
Michael Tetteroo (fleet enquiries)
 michael.tetteroo@seafox.com
ü +31 (0)6 238 605 43
Ruud van Duivenvoorde (TLQ’s)
 Ruud.vanduivenvoorde@seafox.com
ü +31 (0)6 534 256 31

Certificates:
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001
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Roodenberg Staalkabels

SeaRenergy Offshore
SAB Detachering offers specialized secondment solutions
for the 24/7 process industry. We recruit and supply interim
engineers, executive or supervisory, to the process and
manufacturing industry in engineering, maintenance and
management positions. Our experienced team provides
quick and tailor-made matches through extensive contact
with our clients and our active network of professionals. We
understand the market, our clients’ needs and demands,
and we recruit and place only the best-performing
engineers. We bring together engineers and companies.
Better each day!

offshore Wind, ol and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance &
conversions

Address:
Zandvoortstraat 80
1976 BN IJmuiden
 +31 (0)251 534 634
ú www.roodenberg.nl
 sales@roodenberg.nl
J

Contact:
Luuk Kooij
 l.kooij@roodenberg.nl
ü +31 (0)6 285 270 23

Certificates:
ISO 9001
EKH
LEEA
VCA Persoonsgecertificeerd

SeaRenergy is an independent provider of comprehensive
services for all offshore wind industry stakeholders. We
are involved in the whole value chain from T&I concepts
to installation and operation & maintenance. Founded in
2010, we offer consulting and engineering services as well
as offshore marine, QHSE and contract staffing services for
the full range of offshore professionals.

offshore wind, engineering, construction, maintenance & conversionsX
educations, training and recruitment, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing and terminals, agents, shipbrokers and maritime services

Address:
Alsterufer 26
20354 Hamburg, Germany
 +49 40 808 172 100
ú www.searenergy.com
 info@searenergy.com
J

Contact:
Lesley Butter
 l.butter@searenergy.com
ü +31 (0)6 142 414 21

Certificates:
Safety Culture Ladder Step 3
DNV GL: ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 / ISO 45001

Skoon Energy

Selmers
Selmers provides tailor-made process solutions, in the
forms of mechatronic equipment, robotics, automation
products and services, including OT&IT integration with a
platform, (VR) simulations. Specialized in coating process
related solutions for flow pipes, monopiles and wind
towers. Selmers is based in Beverwijk and equipped with
in-house engineering capabilities on all related disciplines,
fitted with large assembly facilities. This international
player has a US office and 50+ years’ experience of
practising their expertise in surface treatments, -validation
and handling solutions.

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, other: process
automation, robotics, water infrastructure

Address:

offshore wind, oil and gas, decommissioning

Address:

Contact:

Biesland 3
1948 RJ Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 211 999
ú www.selmers.nl
 sales@selmers.nl

Contact:

Weena 690
3012 CN Rotterdam
 +31 (0)10 300 7150
ú skoon.world
 peterpaulvanvoorst@skoon.world

Jan Peter Biersteker
 j.p.biersteker@selmers.com
ü +31 (0)6 539 469 70

J

Skoon brings battery owners and energy users together.
By ordering or offering batteries online, there is a clean
and financially competitive alternative to fossil fuel based
energy. Skoon automates services such as charging and
logistics to help customers optimise their energy use and
return on investment. Projects that traditionally rely on
diesel generators now have a clean, emission free and
noise free alternative.

J

Peter Paul van Voorst tot Voorst
 peterpaulvanvoorst@skoon.world
ü +31 (0)6 177 450 12
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SEW Energy

Spliethoff
SEW Energy is a reliable specialist with customer driven
professionals who take care of your EPIC projects in
the industrial sector. Our strength lies in the design,
manufacturing, installation and maintenance of piping,
structures, equipment and E&I Installations/ support.
Onshore and offshore. We specialize in high-quality
welding of piping, steel structures and E&I Installations/
support, where all customer requirements are met. An
enthusiastic team of specialists is at your service and
completes every project successfully.

oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance & conversions

Address:
Aalbos 6
1721PL Broek op Langedijk
 +31 (0)226 310 000
ú www.seworks.nl
 info@seworks.nl
J

Contact:
Peter Wigger
 sales@seworks.nl
 +31 (0)226 310 000

Certificates:
ISO-9001: Quality system 2015;
ISO-3834-2: Quality system
2005; EN-1090-1: 2009 A1: 2011
EXC 4: Quality system for steel
structures; PED 2014/68/EU
Module D&H Quality system for
pressure equipment;

OHSAS 18001: 2007 Health,
safety and environment;
Safety Checklist Contractor
(SCC); Remarking of materials
according EN 10204: 2004
SBB acknowledged training
company; FPAL verified
contractor.

Established in 1921, Spliethoff is a dry cargo specialist,
operating a fleet of over 50 modern multipurpose
vessels. The company has built a reputation for its high
quality standards and for being a reliable partner over
decades. Spliethoff has played a part in many pioneering
developments in the industry. This vast experience enables
Spliethoff to offer customers creative solutions to suit
their requirements, and to ensure that their cargo arrives
swiftly and safely at its destination.

offshore wind, oil- and gas, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal, maritime services

Address:
Radarweg 36
1042 AA Amsterdam
ü +31 (0)20 448 8400
ú www.spliethoff.com
 amsterdam@spliethoff.com
J

Contact:
Hayo Jansen
 H.Jansen@spliethoff.com
ü +31 (0)6 536 364 84

Reference:
Windpark Fryslân
Wikinger Offshore Wind Farm
East Anglia One
Merkur
Deutsche Bucht

Certificates:
ISO 9001 : 2015
ISO 14001 : 2015

Stork

Address:
Rooswijkweg 220
1951 MD Velsen-Noord
 +31 (0)88 089 1230
ú www.stork.com
 marketing@stork.com
J

TechRent
Significant improvement in asset uptime, availability,
efficiency, safety, sustaniability and longevity are
among the industry’s most important expectations. To
help achieve these expectations, Stork offers a suite
of structured assessment solutions and services that
can be applied throughout the asset lifecycle. Stork
operates, maintains and modifies industrial installations
for clients in more than 100 countries worldwide,
both on and offshore, in oil
and gas, chemicals, power,
renewable energy, process and
manufacturing industries.

THE INDUSTRIAL RENTAL COMPANY
Powerful equipment and custom advice
TechRent is a leading player in the rental of industrial
equipment. The company delivers throughout Europe and
offers a wide range of compressors, generators, lifting &
hoisting equipment, high-pressure pumps and forklifts,
all of which meet the most stringent environmental and
safety requirements. Suitable for onshore and offshore
applications, TechRent provides the most effective and
(cost-)efficient solutions. Its international experience,
broad knowledge and powerful
equipment will help ensure that
you get the job done.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion & commissioning,
construction, ship repair and technical services, engineering, offshore
services

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, engineering,
construction, maintenance & conversions

Contact:

Certificates:

Niels Meerdink
 Niels.Meerdink@stork.com
ü +31 (0)6 101 345 12

VCA-Petrochemie
ISO 9001
ISO 3834-2
ISO 14001
PED Mod H
EN 1090

Address:
TT-Vasumweg 275
1033 SJ Amsterdam
 +31 (0)85 273 3083
ú www.techrent.nl
 info@techrent.nl
J

Contact:
Daan Gerritsen
 daan.gerritsen@techrent.nl
ü +31 (0)6 206 245 07
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Certificates:
ISO 9001:2008
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Tata Steel IJmuiden

TenneT
The company produces 7,4 million tonnes of steel a year.
Steel operations in IJmuiden produce primarily nongrade and coated sheet steel, with an annual turnover
of 2.7 billion euro. Situated right on the North Sea, on a
site totalling 750 hectares, it is in a convenient location
for incoming raw materials and outgoing products. The
company has branches in several other countries in Europe
and rest of the world.

oil- and gas, offshore wind, construction, ship repair and technical
services, industry & trade, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing,
supply chain management

Address:
Dudokhuis (3H-18)
Wenckebachstraat 1
1951 JZ Velsen-Noord
 + 31 (0)251 499 111
ú www.tatasteeleuope.com
 feedback@tatasteeleurope.com
J

Contact:
Mark van den Berg
 mark.van-den-berg@tatasteeleurope.com
ü +31 (0)6 209 602 73

Certificates:
NEN/EN/ISO 9001:2008
ISO/TS 16949:2009
GL,DNV, Lloyds Register
(UKAS) ISO 17025 :2005
ISO 14001-2004

TenneT is primarily tasked with providing power
transmission services, system services and
facilitating the energy market. Our core tasks follow
from our appointment as grid operator under the
Dutch ‘Elektriciteitswet’ (E-wet) and the German
‘Energiewirtschaftsgesetz’ (EnWG). With the project
Hollandse Kust (north) (west Alpha) and (west Beta) off
the coast of North Holland, TenneT is responsible for
connecting the wind farms that are being built in the
North Sea to the national electricity grid (Net op Zee).
To make this possible, TenneT is building a platform
at sea, laying cables at sea and on land and building
a transformer station on the
industrial estate between
Zeestraat and Tata Steel.

offshore wind

Address:
Zeestraat 250
2949 AG Beverwijk
 +31 (0)6 345 906 66
ú www.netopzee.eu/
hollandsekustnoord/
 manon.raats@tennet.eu
J

Contact:
Manon Raats
 Manon.Raats@tennet.eu
ü +31 (0)6 345 906 66

TMA Logistics

Unique Lights Group
TMA Logistics is an international logistical services
provider active in stevedoring, forwarding, customs
procedures, physical distribution, warehousing, shipping
agency, heavy-lift cranes and project handling. In the
fields of stevedoring and project handling, TMA Logistics
offers a variety of terminals in the
Amsterdam port area with combined
capacity of 85 hectares, ranging from 5
to 55 hectares.

Unique Lights Group is a professional and international
organization specializing in premium quality industrial and
explosion proof (ATEX/IECEx) LED lighting.
Particularly suitable for use in hazardous production and
industrial locations.
Unique Lights – Provides high quality LED lighting products
that complies with all international codes and standards.
Service comprising advice – Lighting Design Service
Expert implementation – Light as a Service, A total concept
for purchasing LED lights incl. Financing packages –
Complete LED product portfolio

decommissioning, offshore wind, conversion & commissioning,
oil- and gas, agents & shipbrokers, construction, ship repair and
technical services, industry & trade, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal

Address:
Ruijgoordweg 100
1047 HM Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 705 2454
ú www.tmalogistics.nl
 Info@tmalogistics.nl
J

Contact:

Reference:

Michael van Toledo
 m.vantoledo@tmalogistics.nl
ü +31 (0)6 83639722

Siemens
van Oord
Nordex
Senvion
OpenIJ
BAM
Ballast Nedam
Wind
Spliethoff

Certificates:
ISO 9001-2017
ISO 14001-2017
VCA

Category name: decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind,
construction, ship repair and technical services, industry & trade,
ffshore services

Address:
Pottenbakkersstraat 6
8601 WS Sneek
 +31 (0)515 712 920
ú www.uniquelights.nl
 info@uniquelights.com
J

Contact:

Reference:

André Feddema
 a.feddema@uniquelights.com
ü +31(0)6 29581066      

Certificates:

Triton Knoll, OXEA, Zenith
Terminal, Paragon Offshore
VTTI, Exxon Mobil, Allseas, Rubis
Terminal

Nsvv
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Topshore

Van Gool Hef – en Hijstechniek
Topshore Rotterdam is an ambitious and young company
founded by MeeMaken B.V. (AYOP-member as well) and
Westerduin Group. Topshore is specialized in national- and
international recruitment for positions within engineering.
The core business is recruitment but Topshore also has
experience in recruitment projects which are executed
inhouse.
Flexible, personal and transparent. That is the way Topshore
works together with both candidates and relations. In short,
all the necessary experience for inand outflow of technical staff in the
offshore industry.

decommissioning, oil- and gas, offshore wind, construction, ship repair
and technical services, industry & trade, offshore services

Address:
Pastoriestraat 1
3195 HT Pernis
 +31 (0)10 311 8880
ú www.top-shore.com
 info@top-shore.com
J

Contact:
Boy Ramirez Verhoeven
 b.ramirezverhoeven@top-shore.com
ü +31(0)6 868 288 23      

From crane hire and transport to supply and offshore, Van
Gool Hef- en Hijstechniek has been supplying high-quality
and safe lifting and hoisting equipment for companies in
various industries since 1984.
New delivery, rental, overhaul, maintenance, tests and
inspections. Above the hook and below the hook. Advise and
customization, you name it. We do it all.
Quality and flexibility are characteristic
of our service: we offer a wide range of
high-quality products and services and
are happy to share our knowledge with
you.

renewables, agents & shipbrokers, construction, ship repair and
technical services, education, training & recruitment, engineering,
legal & insurance, industry & trade, logistics services, forwarding,
warehousing, supply chain management, terminal, maritime
services, offshore oil & gas services, other

Address:
Gaasterland 1
1948 RG Beverwijk
 +31 (0)251 291 916
ú www.vangool.nl
 info@vangool.nl
J

Contact:
Pieter van Duijn
 pvd@vangool.nl
 +31 (0)251 291 916
Mela Coskun
 mela@vangool.nl
 +31 (0)251 291 911

Certificates:
Management System Certification
DNV GL ISO 9001 & VCA, NEN-EN-ISO 9001:
2000 certified

Van Leeuwen Zwanenburg Sloopwerken
Van Leeuwen Zwanenburg Sloopwerken is a pioneer in
total-care demolition and the ideal partner for all your
demolition needs. The company is able to realise entire
projects or take on just parts of a project.
In addition to total demolition or demolition for
renovation, we offer a soil-research service, asbestos
analysis, licence applications, building-site plans, drilling
and sawing activities, complete soil
decontamination, asbestos removal
and the related evaluation and
release reports.

Vattenfall
Vattenfall is a Swedish state energy company that generates
and supplies electricity, natural gas and heat.
With an ambition to generate all energy without fossil fuels
within one generation, Vattenfall is investing in sustainable
energy, including wind energy.
Working with Nuon, Vattenfall built the first offshore wind
farm in the Netherlands in 2006 off the coast of Egmond aan
Zee, where 36 wind turbines produce 108 megawatts (MW)
of sustainable energy. The Hollandse Kust Zuid Wind Farm is
the second offshore wind farm that Vattenfall is constructing
in the Netherlands. It will produce 1,500MW of electricity,
enough to power 2 to 3
million Dutch households.

decommissioning, conversion & commissioning, construction, ship
repair and technical services, industry & trade
offshore wind

Address:
Venenweg 6
1160 AB Zwanenburg
 +31(0)20 497 2385
ú www.vlzs.nl
 info@vlzs.nl
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Marcel van Leeuwen
 marcel@vlzf.nl
ü +31 (0)6 542 886 85

ISO9001:2015
VCA2008/5.1
Kiwa protocol 7001
TÜV SVMS-007
System certificate safe and
environmental demolishing

Address:
Normec process certificate
Asbestos removal 07-C070362
BRL SIKB 7000 running
(water-) soil remediation and
interventions in the water
bottom

Hoekenrode 8
1102 BR Amsterdam
ú www.vattenfall.nl
ú www.vattenfall-hollandsekust.nl

J

Contact:
Guido Schild
 guido.schild@vattenfall.com
 +31 (0)6 310 313 73
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Van Oord Offshore Wind

VCK Travel
Van Oord has been a pioneer in the offshore energy
transition. Since our initial involvement in wind farm
installation in 2002, Van Oord has contributed to the
installation of a cumulative renewable energy capacity
of 14,451 MW. Our work in these projects ranges from
transporting and installing main components to delivering
turnkey projects, including engineering, procurement and
construction of fully renewable energy projects.

offshore wind

Address:
 an Blankenweg 2
J
4207 HN Gorinchem
 +31 (0)88 826 2200
ú www.vanoord.com
 area.ow@vanoord.com
J

Contact:
Dirk Katteler
 dirk.katteler@vanoord.com
 +31 (0)88 826 2200      

Travel with The Personal Touch for the maritime industry
Our Travel Consultants book your maritime and offshore
tickets while offering a unique, tailor-made solutions
that help you achieve your objectives, such as maximum
flexibility or a sustainable travel.
We save you both time and money! You can rely on the best
fares on flights and hotels, efficient booking processes,
reporting on your travel expenses, a 24/7 service and a high
service level at low trans
action costs.

offshore wind, oil and gas, agents, shipbrokers and maritime
services, decommissioning

Address:
Valreep 13
1042 AN Amsterdam
 +31 (0)20 680 0802
ú www.vcktravel.nl
 sales@vcktravel.nl
J

Contact:
Oscar van Wees
 oscar.vanwees@vcktravel.nl
ü +31 (0)6 543 486 07

ü

Certificates:
ISO 14001 Environmental Management
ISO 9001 Quality Management
ISO 27001 Information Security Management
ISO 27701 Privacy Information Management
ISO 22301 Business Continuity Management

Venus & de Waard

Address:
Industriestraat 16
1976 CV IJmuiden
 +31 (0)88 2102000
ú www.venusendewaard.nl
 info@venusendewaard.nl
J

Wind Cable Services
Venus & De Waard has been located in the Port of IJmuiden
since 1945. The company is specialized in maintenance
and repair, technical support and construction for the
maritime and industrial sectors. Venus & De Waard’s work
consists of milling, turning, (certified) welding, moulding,
cutting, setting, construction, piping, assembly and
disassembly. Supplier of hydraulic hoses and GRP gratings
(BFF Trading).
Venus & De Waard is known for its flexibility and service
24/7.

Specialist in subsea cable logistics WIND is a shipping
company providing specialised logistic services to the
subsea cable industry and is active worldwide. Its client
base includes subsea cable manufacturers, subsea cable
installation companies, offshore marine contractors and
utility companies. WIND provides the following services:
• cable transport (chartering, mobilisation works);
• cable storage and handling;
• rental of cable equipment (carousels, cable engines,
loading arms, track, chutes);
• supply of cable crew (Supervisors,
Operators, Coilers).

oil- and gas, offshore wind, conversion & decommissioning,
construction, ship repair and technical services, engineering

offshore wind, oil- and gas, construction, ship repair and technical
services, logistics services, forwarding, warehousing, supply chain
management, terminal, offshore services

Contact:

Certificates:

Peter Heere
 p.heere@venusendewaard.nl
ü +31 (0)6 513 067 83

VCA**
ISO 9001
ISO 3834
ISO EN 1090-2

Address:

Contact:

Oudegracht 164-168
1811 CP Alkmaar
 +31 (0)72 519 3250
ú www.wind.nl
 info@wind.nl

Reference:

Steef van Wort
 steef@wind.nl
ü +31 (0)6 297 137 29

J

See our website, wind.nl news
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Vestas Offshore Wind The Netherlands
Vestas is the energy industry’s global partner on sustainable
energy solutions. We design, manufacture, install, and
service wind turbines across the globe, and with +136 GW of
wind turbines in 84 countries, we have installed more wind
power than anyone else.
Through our industry-leading smart data capabilities and
+117 GW of wind turbines under service, we use data to
interpret, forecast, and exploit wind resources and deliver
best-in-class wind power solutions. Together with our
customers, Vestas’ more than 29,000.

Windcat Workboats
Windcat Workboats is Europe’s leading provider of specialist
Crew Transfer Vessels for offshore wind power, oil and
gas and other offshore projects. The unique design of the
vessels results in simple, fast, safe and comfortable transfer
of personnel and equipment offshore. With over 1.700.000
safe transfers completed, the vessels have proven to operate
in more challenging sea conditions than competing vessels.
Windcat Workboats has a fleet of 44 vessels operating and
several vessels under construction. Windcat Workboats has
been selected as the supplier of CTV’s for the Hollandse Kust
1 & 2 projects. Windcat Workboats is presently working on the
development of a hydrogen-powered
Windcat MK3.5 vessel. This option
is expected to be ready by 2020, and
is the preferred vessel to operate on
Hollandse Kust Zuid 1 & 2.

offshore wind, construction, ship repair and technical services,
engineering
offshore wind, oil- and gas, maritime services, offshore services

Address:
Breskensstraat 2
1976 EX IJmuiden
 +31(0)255 546 000
ú www.vestas.com
 ijmuiden@vestas.com
J

Contact:
Suzanne van der Linden
 suvan@vestas.com
ü +31 (0)6 308 375 04

Certificates:
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
DS/OHSAS 18001:2008

Address:
Trawlerkade 106
1975 CC IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 520 336
ú www.windcatworkboats.com
 chartering@windcatworkboats.com
J

Contact:
Willem van der Wel
 wvdwel@windcatworkboats.com
ü +31 (0)6 46323025

Certificates:
QMS ISO 9001 Registered
QMS ISO 14001 Registered
QMS ISO 18001 Registered
UVDB, empowered by Achilles
Registered

FPAL , empowered by Achilles
Registered
Sellihca, empowered by Achilles
Qualified
MCA certified ISM company

WinSys – IT Solutions

Hosting provider (datacenter and cloud) –Microsoft
servers, Azure, (Linux) Plesk (incl. dockers), (cloud-)
infrastructures, remote desktops/apps, sensor hubs,
monitoring and word wide 24x7 maintenance in Dutch
and English. VoIP, VPN, databases, files and IoT,
security hosting and integrated solutions. Datacenter
in Amsterdam. Support (incl. Wi-Fi/printers/scanners/
sensors) network devices from tablets to power-pcs, also
wide knowledge of industry, admin and logistic-software
and partnerships with brands like Acer, Netgear, ECI
software. Support includes guidance and training. Project
and business-management, Microsoft training. Support is
local in Netherlands (4 locations), Belgium, Dubai, Kenya
and Indonesia and world wide remote.
Hardware/Software sales from devices to complete
network-setups and DaaS solutions,
SPOC also for licenses, like Microsoft
SPLA, Azure and Office/OS.

Zbridge
Zbridge B.V. Offshore Access Solutions “Opening New
Operational Windows”
Zbridge BV is specialized in the design, building, rental
and sales of Zbridge Offshore Access Systems. Zbridge
provides two type of access solutions, The Zbridge Walkto-Work system and the light weight Zbridge Bring-toWork system. Both systems are certified by Bureau Veritas
and ensure safe and efficient transfer of personnel and
cargo in wave heights up to 4 meter. Zbridge provides 24/7
operational and project support to
clients from its IJmuiden Office.

offshore wind, oil & gas, renewables, maritime service, logistic
service, engineering, construction
educations, training, IT

Address:
Westerduinweg 3
1976 BV IJmuiden
 +31 (0)255 540 333
ú www.winsys.nl
 support@winsys.eu
J

Contact:

Certificates:

Martin Kooiman
 martin@winsys.nl
ü +31 (0)6 470 182 65

RIPE Certified (class C) IP hosting services,
high risk/security
Microsoft Gold partner
– Tier 1 Cloud Solutions
ISO/IEC 27001:2013
ISO 9001:2015

Address:
2 de Havenstraat 3
1976 CE IJmuiden,
 +31 (0)255 526 286
ú www.zbridge.nl
 Info@zbridge.nl
J

Contact:
Bastiaan Spruit
 Bastiaan.Spruit@zbridge.nl
ü +31 (0)6 534 28 011
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WorldEmp
It is WorldEmp’s vision that every company should have
access to all the world’s talent.
We recruit international highly-educated talent that fits in
with your company culture and offer our services to western
companies under fair conditions and in an innovative way.
We provide specialists in the following fields: engineering,
software development, data analysis and financial;
academically or vocationally trained at the highest level
(higher vocational/academic
education) and with at least six to
eight years of experience.
WorldEmp supplies educated staff that
will allow your company to grow and
secure its future.

offshore wind, oil and gas, engineering, construction, maintenance
& conversions, educations, training and recruitment, finance, legal,
insurance and IT

Address:
Torenstraat 5
1981 BC Velsen-Zuid
 +31(0)88 400 2900
ú www.worldemp.com
 info@worldemp.com
J

Contact:
Frank Korf
 frank.korf@worldemp.com
ü +31 (0)6 537 130 04

The Amsterdam IJmuiden area offers a fully
developed port industrial complex, combined with
the customer focus and flexibility. The area is
capable to be responsive to specific needs. In the
Port Authorities, municipalities and organisations
along the North Sea Canal you will find partners
for the total lifecycle of offshore energy.

YOUR OFFSHORE ENERGY HORIZON

AMSTERDAM IJMUIDEN
OFFSHORE PORTS
Mission

OUR CORE
VALUES ARE
Collaboration
Enterprising
Sustainable
Personal attention
Pleasure
Hollandse kust Noord
Hollandse kust Zuid

IJmuiden Ver
Hollandse kust West

AYOP is an energetic association of companies, local authorities
and research/education institutes in the North Sea Canal area,
active in offshore energy (oil, gas and wind).

na 2030
Nu
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Stimulates mutual cooperation, synergy and trade
Collecting, sharing and developing knowledge
Strategically grows to become stronger by
recruiting and attracting members to the region

F acilitates coordination with partners and regional
training to prepare suitable personnel
Establishing the NZKG as the region for offshore
energy in the Netherlands

Our focus

Coorperation
Every year,
10-15 deals or
partnerships are
concluded between or
with the help of AYOP
members

Member network
Gradually and
qualitatively grow the
network of members by
8-10 companies per year,
to 125 members over 5
years. In addition, 3-5
new offshore-related
companies establish
themselves in the region
every year

2022 start

Egmond aan
Zee, Amalia and
Luchterduinen
357MW

AYOP creates sustainable economic growth and employment
for its members by operating its network as an ecosystem that:

160 oil and gas
platforms

Hollandse Kust Zuid
Vattenval
1400MW

Vision

2023 start

Hollandse Kust Noord
(CrossWind – Eneco &
Shell)
700MW

2024 start

Hollandse Kust West
1,400 MW

2027

IJmuiden Ver
4,000 MW

Extra in the
Netherlands
20-40 GW

AYOP is the offshore energy platform by and for the NZKG, and positions
it as the region for offshore energy in the Netherlands. Connecting
the knowledge, skills and experience of the members results in smart
future-proof solutions for the offshore energy sector, which contribute to
accelerating the energy transition for a sustainable future of the region.

Our added value

Education
Technical regional
education and the
business community
are aligned in terms of
content training, number
& type of internships,
open days and events
within 3 years

Authority
AYOP is recognized as
the regional authority on
offshore wind, oil & gas
and decommissioning in
the NZKG within 3 years

Recognition
The international
offshore sector and
the Dutch government
recognize the NZKG as
the region for offshore
wind, oil & gas and
decommissioning for the
North Sea within 5 years

Coorperation
Every year,
10-15 deals or
partnerships are
concluded between or
with the help of AYOP
members

Member network
Gradually and
qualitatively grow the
network of members by
8-10 companies per year,
to 125 members over 5
years. In addition, 3-5
new offshore-related
companies establish
themselves in the region
every year

Education
Technical regional
education and the
business community
are aligned in terms of
content training, number
& type of internships,
open days and events
within 3 years

Authority
AYOP is recognized as
the regional authority on
offshore wind, oil & gas
and decommissioning in
the NZKG within 3 years

Recognition
The international
offshore sector and
the Dutch government
recognize the NZKG as
the region for offshore
wind, oil & gas and
decommissioning for the
North Sea within 5 years
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Amsterdam IJmuiden Offshore Ports, your enterance to
a wealth of owners, operators, martime and logistics
suppliers, knowledge, sites, heliport, airport and
seaports for solutions in offshore energy projects.

AMSTERDAM
IJMUIDEN
OFFSHORE
PORTS

Find our
members on
AYOP.com

At the shortest nautical distance of
Hollandse Kust Zuid and Hollandse Kust Noord
Use us as an additional information entrance and local content requirements for
the Amsterdam – IJmuiden offshore region. Now and in the future!
Contact us
Sylvia Boer
sylvia@ayop.com
+31 (0)6 103 575 49
Visit us
Het Havengebouw,
13th floor
De Ruyterkade 7
1013 AA Amsterdam (NL)

Yolanda Los
yolanda@ayop.com
+31 (0)6 528 529 65

Dorothy Winters
dorothy@ayop.com
+31 (0)6 109 225 54

AYOP
Members
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3D Industrial Services
Abeko
Actemium
Alphatron Marine
Atlas Professionals
Biardo Survival Suits
BK Ingenieurs
Bluestream
Blue Offshore
Boluda Offshore
Boon Learning
Boskalis
BOW Terminal
Brand Energy & Infrastructure Services
Bredenoord
Breman Offshore
Building Careers
Bureau Veritas
Bus Industrial Tools
Cargostore Worldwide
CHC Helicopters
C-Ventus - Offshore windfarm services
Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam
Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf
de Vries & van de Wiel
Deep - Hydrography & Geophysics
Den Helder Airport
Deutsche Windtechnik
DHSS
Dutch Marine Contractors
Eager.one
Eagle-Access
ELA Container Offshore
Eneco
EST-Floattech
eWorks
Fabricom Offshore Services
FMTC Safety
Gezamenlijke Brandweer Amsterdam
Gibb Safety & Survival
Golden Arrow
Industrieel Klimmen
Intures Industry
IRM Europe
IRO
Isolatie Combinatie Beverwijk
Iv-Consult
KenzFigee
KH Engineering
Knowledge Insight
KNRM
Koole Contractors
Kuhlman Repko Shipping
KVSA
Leonardo Hotel
LiftWerx
Loodswezen - region Amsterdam-IJmond
Lubbers Logistics Group
Mammoet Nederland
Meemaken
Mistras Group
Municipality Amsterdam
Municipality Beverwijk
Municipality Velsen
Municipality Zaanstad
Nautilus Port Service
Navingo
Neptune Energy
Newrest
NorthCmedia
Nova College
Oceanwide
Otos LMR systems
OV IJmond
Pentacon Engineering
Peterson
Point B
Port of Amsterdam
Port of IJmuiden
Port Towage Amsterdam
Rabobank Haarlem-IJmond
Reym
Rietlanden Terminal
Riwal Industry Solutions
Roodenberg Staalkabels
Royal Dirkzwager
Seafox
Searenergy
Selmers
SEW Energy
Skoon
Spliethoff Transport
Stork Industry Services
Tata Steel
Techport
TechRent
TenneT
TMA Logistics
Topshore
Unique Lights
van Gool hef-en hijstechniek
Van Leeuwen Zwanenburg Sloopwerken
Van Oord Offshore Wind
Vattenfall
VCK Travel
Venus & de Waard
Vestas Offshore Service
Wind Cable Services
Windcat Workboats
WinSys IT Solutions
WorldEmp
Zbridge

2021

